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TALK OF THE TOWN

GOLDEN BED

The Courier-Gazette

Tile Paramount picture. "Tile
I Golden Beil,” produced by Cecil B.
ALL THE HOME NEWS
, De Mille from Jeanie MacPheraon'a
J screen play of Wallace Irwin's novel,
Subscription $3.00 per year payable In ad of the same name, comes to the Park
vance: single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation for Wednesday and Thursday
and very reasonable.
Rod La Ttocque, Vera Reynolds.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established in Lillian 'Rich. Warner Baxter. Tlieo1846. In 1874 the Courier was established i dore Kosloff and Julia Faye are
and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. featured in the principal roles of the
The Free Press was established in 1835, and
In 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. production which is a story of suc
cess and modern marriage. De Mille
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
I has infested this production with
gg.«.e»..«..1^, I scenes that rival for lieau'y anything
that has ever been seen in picture
<«•.
The soul of conversation is sym- — before. There never has been a east
— patliy —HazMtt.
••• quite like this one. Henry Walthall.
•••
•••
Robert Kdeson and Robert (' tin are
among the more prominent, others
are Charles Clary. Jacqueline Wi lls.
Mary Jane Irving and Don Marion,
the last three in juvenile roles.
Here’s a story that gave the famous
Paramount producer a chance for
! some real "smash" scenes. Early reI ports have it that “The Golden
Reel” fairly out De Milles De Mille !
~adV'
______________
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

STOP

LOOK

LISTEN

PREVENT BEING

KILLED
BY ONCOMING TRAIN
14-26

The Rockland Oarage crew re
ceived a post-card shower this week
from Nilo Kpear and Chester Fissette, who arc doing Florida.

Earle McIntosh has bought a lot
near the corner of North Main and
j Chestnuts streets, with the purpose of
building there In the not distant fu, ture.

The artistic sign made for Bob
Webster's Legion canteen store
on Limerock street, was the handi
work of that expert knight of the
brush, John Newman.
The musical comedy c'ompany
which plays at Strand Theatre next
week, makes the long Jump from
Moncton, N. B., and will not give a
matinee Monday afternoon.

DOG SHOW

Harrison 1’ MatAlinan, the R. F.
I D. man, counted IB robins in one
flock near Elbert Oxton's home in
Rockport Thursday. Let those who
i are skeptical about seeing robins at
this time of year talk with hint.

THURSDAY P. M.

The Latest Dark Shell
Frames and Correct Lenses
/

COMMUNITY

I

I am prepared to assist in making
out income tax returns. Robert Col
lins, 375 Main street. Tel. 77. 22-21 |

Chester Robbins and Max Dyer,
| who have been attached to the New
England Telephone Co.'s Inventory
crew during the winter, are visiting
their respective homes in Belfast and
Viralhaven, operations having been
completed in this vicinity.

FAIR

Only $10.00

OREL E. DAVIES

Invitations to join the Phi Beta
Kappa Society were issued Wednes
day to 11 members ef the Senior
; class of Colby College Five of ihoso
invited were members of the men's
division and six members of the
women's division. Heading the list
of names is a North Haven student,
Robert Carver Brown. Formal elec
tion Io the society will take place
March 6.

301 Main St., Opp Park St.

IKE CARNATIONS WE SELL

I
Are grown in our own greenhouses. If you want
fresh, crisp, beautiful blooms ask for Silsby’s Own
Carnations, at The Little Flower Shop.
We also have ready for you this month Cinerarias
$1.00, $1.25. Japanese Rubber Plants 75c and
$1.00. Daffodils $1.50 per dozen. Sweet Peas
and Violets $3.00 per hundred. These are all
home grown.

C UN D A Y dinner—you
have been thinking It
over and wondering what
you could have that would
differ from your former
Sunday dinners. You want
to please him?
Suggest
coming here !
Gat acquainted with

our

“Bill O’Fara”

Newbert’s Cafeteria
Rocktand'a Finest Bating Place

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
SILSBY’S

399 Main Street

Rockland
THURSTON
Service Station
104 PARK ST.

ROCKLAND, - - - - ME.

s>‘At the Sign of £..
jrth National Bank

North
!ationa
Bank

invites you to
come and get
acquainted with

THIS BANK WELCOMES
YOU AS A CUSTOMER
We welcome the small account the tame
as a big one, the random customer iuat at
freely aa the regular. Many of our largest
customors started with small accounts.

It costs no more

Stop in any time if only to say “Hello.”
It’s YOUR BANK—USE IT OFTEN.

to equip your car

4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

with Dunlop Tires

Limited United States Depository
FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET

North National Bank

“Help Make
YOUR HOME TOWN

D

L. N. Lawrence, M. L. Marston, 1<.
<?.•-Rankin, E.
Mrlntosb, and Pr.
I1. R. Damon. Business standards:
17 JAMES ST.
TEL. 941-W
C. II. Berry, E. B. Crockett, L. B.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Cook, 11- P. Studley ami Harry Cohen.
Membership and classification: F. A.
Tirrell, F. C. Black, E. C. Moran. R.
\V. Hansroin and E. D. Chisholm.
Program: \v.'H. Butler, A. F. Lamb,
E. R. Veazie. K- W. MacDonald and
P. P. Bicknell.
The L'ivic Affairs committee has G.
W. Snow as chairman. V. P. Hail, W.
H. Rhodes, G. W. Roberts anil H. E.
Lamb;.
Publicity: A. S Peterson,
Dr. Harold Jameson, l.ouis Rosen
bloom, iSelwyn Kershaw und J. M.
Richardson. Athletics: T. II. Chis
holm. chairman, P. II. McPhce, I’. A.
WASHINGTON
Jones, M. I*. Trainer. A. E. Orff and
ii. II. Angell
CHARTED
The club la squared away and
ready to settle down to serious busi
ness, for its objectives are serious
HIS COURSE
and it is bound to lie a real factor
in the community, for a considerable
why
Washington was
proportion of the membership falls
in the classification made famous
successful in what he un
hy one Peter B. Kyne. The opening
dertook was that ho
luncheon will be held Monday noon
charted his course and
sharp at the Thorndike Grill.
persistently stuck to it.

A. E. MORTON

System is an important
factor in every line of en
deavor.

on

I

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

Why

IHe

Rockland
National
Bank

Not Make Your Money

WORK for
YOU?
\
Small amounts will soon grow large enough to work if you save
them in one of our Recording Banks.

START
SAVING NOW

FISKE HOUSE CHANGE

In the management of i.ije Fiske
House, Damariscotta. George It. Paslorius, president of the Muscongus
Lumber Company takes the place of
William G. Loud, resigned. The
actual direction of the hotql.-however, will be in the hands of the
present Clerk. George Brown.
The Fiske House is one of two
hotels, incoriMirated 'as the Inns of
New England by Mr. Loud, the other
, living the Wiscasset Inn. The latter
hotel has been closing winters, hut
ihe Fiske House has been open the
year round.
How the Florida and California
folks would have envied us, if they
had known what kind of a gorgeous
spring day we were having here.
And we're not so sure but that they
ought to envy us !'O percent of the
lime.

BABY SHOW
WEDNESDAY P. M.

2S-I

20-

tell you about them

I!
II
II
It

When you begin to earn
You should begin to save.

15J

5;

J

Theste Banks may be obtained at Rockland or any of our Branches—

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK
429

MAIN

ST., ROCKLAND

UNION

A strictly mutual savings
hank

Security Trust Company .

DEPOSITS
Made during the first four
days of the month will
draw interest from the first
day of that month.

VINALHAVEN

17321

READY FOR BUSINESS
O your share by keep
ing your home attrac
tively painted. Painting isThe Forty Club Has Com
pleted Its Organizationgood economy, too. It pre
vents decay and saves repair
Dinner Monday.
bills.
Henry Bosch Co.’s Paints
The organization of the Forty Club
have a fifty years’ reputa
has been completed, and shapes up in
tion back of them for wear
this manner: President. William C
and service. Every gallon
Bird; vice presidents, L. N. Law
guaranteed. Offered in a
rence, M. I’. Trainer; secretary, J. M.
fine range of colors and
Richardson; treasurer, J. W. Robin
son; board of directors, W. H. But
suggestions made for the
ler, F. A. Tirrell, G. W. Snow, Louie
proper combination for
Rosenbloom, A. S. Pederson, T. II.
your house. Estimates
Chisholm and C H. Berry.
gladly given,
The attendance committee includes

4% INTEREST PAID

Come in and we will

WARREN

ROCKLAND, MAINE

RESOURCES OVER $3,700,000

Capt. E. M. Torrey of Rockport
sends to The Courier-Gazette office a
handsomely colored picture of the
ship Frederick Billings. On the back
of the curd may bo found informa
tion which shows that the craft was
launched from the Carlton, Norwood
& Co. yard, Aug. 11, 1885. being 278
feet long with a net tonnage of 2197.
She had four masts, three decks and
drew 29 feet of water.
She was
burned at l’isaqua, Chili, in July, 1893.

117©9

the Prettiest Place
on Earth'1

Rockland,Maine

CAMDEN

Saturday
Issue

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT

COMMUNITY
FAIR

KNOW MAINE PRODUCTS

.
?bns Given Widespread Circulation By County AgentsDr. Merrill Presents Campaign Details.
Plans which will doubtless be of
exceptional interest to many In
Rockland as well as throughout the
State of Maine, relative to the
“Know Maine Products” campaign,
which is to be observed, statewide
from March 2 to March 7 inclusive,
were presented at the General Com
mittee meeting at Augusta, by Dean
Leon S. Merrill of the State Coilego
Agriculture.
Short but Inspirational and inten
sive campaigns were. in
sub
stance. those plans submitted by
Doan Merrill, which received 'the
hearty endorsement of the commit
tee. The real idea of Ihe campaign
is to be educational as well as prac
tical from a business standpoint. The
plan submitted 'by Dean Merrill fol
lows in detail:
• • .
1. A State Committee comprising
representatives of such organizations
and agencies as are in a position to
make a definite contribution to the
success of the movement.
2. A County Committee in each
county constituted on the same gen
oral principles as followed in the
selection of a State Committee.
3. Town or community committeo
wherever and whenever the need fdr
such a committee shall appear de
sirable to the County Committee,
a. The State Committee should
consider if any additional organlzatiohs and agencies should lie represented in its personnel
li. Select' a County chairman in
each of the several counties. This
chairman should be selected from the
standpoint of his qualities of leader
ship hut at the same time should
also be identified with some active
organization participating in the
movement we are promoting.
e. Select or advise with the Coun
ty chairman in the selection of other
members of the County committeed. Consider and develop plans for
comparatively short intensive in
spirational campaigns hut having al
ways an educational background.
c. Campaigns should he directed
either by the State committee in
general or by sub-committees In
particular, according to the nature
of the campaign.
f. Maintain the personnel and
spirit of the county committees.
County Committee—a. the county
committee should be in charge of
t'he execution of campaigns in their
respective counties.
b. The chairman of ihe county
committee might well sit with the
State committee in the consideration
of Statewide movements.
c. It should be responsible for
securing and maintaining such town
or community committees as shall
appear to them necessary in carry
ing out all campaign plans.
Town or commmunty committees
—a. Such committees should un
doubtedly he constituted under the
same general plan as followed in the
selection of county committees that
is they should he representative of
such organizations and agencies
within the community as might be
interested in promoting the cam
paign and in a position to make
definite contributions to Its success.
it- It should of course work in di
rect co-operation with the county
committee.
e e e e

In conjunction with the furthering
of the developing of Maine’s prod
ucts and preparing for a second
drive, the following committee was
appointed:
Judge Benjamin F. Cleaves, execu
tive secretary of the Associated In
dustries; Dean Leon S. Merrill,
State College of Agriculture: Roland
T. Batten, editor of t'he Skowhegan
Independent-Reporter; E. H. Mei Donald, scretary of the Portland
' Chamber of Commerce; und William

G. Ilunton. Industrial agent of the
Maine Central Railroad.
During the meeting Secretary A.
L. T. Cummings, of the general com
mittee, read letters from various
towns and cities throughout the
State, signifying their Intention to
observe “Know Maine Products"
week and co-opt rate in any way with
the campaign.
Farmers throughout the State are
highly in favor of the "Know Maine
Products" movement, many having
already voiced their approval and
willingness to aid in any way possi
ble.
• e • •

Joseph Driscoll of 16 Sea street
place has been inui h Interested In
the discussion concerning the Fred
erick Billings, one reason being that
for 36 years he has been the owner
of a remarkable model of that craft
made from a piece of one of its deck
planks. All sails are set (aforesaid
sails being modern ones) and Ihe
craft is making out by Owl’s Head
Light with a sea gull in pursuit. Tho
model is handsomely mounted, and
has attracted a great deal of atten
tion.
A Boston
newspaper recently
hailed as champion coffee drinker a
man who drunk 12 rups a day. Andonls Kokinos. better known as Tony,
the Greek, has hint “skun a mile,”
having drank from 18 to 20 cups of
coffee a day for at least 11 years.
He has made his headquarters at tho
Nutshell Restaurant the past eight
years, and the proprietor, James Han
ley, will vouch for his record during
that period. That coffee drinking is
| not injurious to him would seem to
lie shown by the fact that he has
never required the services of a phy
sician since he was born, and will
wrestle, swim or run with the best
of them.

In each of Maine's 16 counties the
agricultural agents have been enlist
ed into the campaign to encourage
the greater use of the products of
the state's farms and factories.
These agents to the man. are 100 per
cent, for the "Know Maine Products"
campaign, which is convincing proof
that the movement must be consid
ered a decidedly beneficial one for
the farmers. It is generally conced
ed that there are no group or groups
of men any more clowly associated
with the farming industry in Maine
and the farmers themselves, than
these agricultural agents in the 16
counties- They realize the needs of
the farmer and the methods or steps
which might lie taken to assist him.
With this in mind, the agents voice
their sentiments, favoring the drive
of March 2 to March 7. and offer
any possible means of help.
Arrangements are to be made with I
tlic various retailers in Ihe State to
have the farmers’ products put on
display in order that the latter class
of producers will receive all possi
ble benefit from the campaign in ad
dition to the advertising.
Ill order that the idea of the “Know
Maine Products" campaign may be
kept before the public at ail times,
many of the ideal merchants are re
sorting -to various novel ideas in
their way of contributing their
ahare, respectively.
♦ • e •

Some of the merchants are using
business stationery anil envelopes
with a "Buy It In Maine," "Made in
Maine,” “A Pine Tree State Prod
uct” or some other such slogan at
tached. Others are advertising the
State through the medium of the
packages which g" out from their
different places of business. There
are other methods being used us
well.
On the whole, retailers, manufact
urers and all others in numerous
cases of business and private life,
are taking hold of the campaign in
a decidedly earnest manner, deter
mined to do their share in putting
the “Know Maine Products" move
ment across Jn the State
of
Maine as a whole.
The next meeting of the General
Committee will bp held in Augusta
Saturday, Marclt 14. At this time
re|H»rts on tile results of the “Know
Maine
Products”
campaign
for
March 2 to 7 will lie given. '

Yesterday's Rotary Club luncheon
was addressed by Col. W. H. Butler,
who briefly but with great clearness
set forth three matters that are mov
ing for community welfare—the prac
tical work of the commission for the
disposing of garbage; the Food Fair
which next week is to raise money
for the new school building and the
athletic field: and the setting aside
of the territory known as the Bog
for a sanctuary for the preservation
of fish and game. He stated the
terms of the bill for this purpose
which next week has Its hearing in
the Legislature.
Following
Col.
Butler's highly interesting and in
forming remarks the tdub voted to
approve the action of tho Knox Coun
ty Fish and Game Association in
sponsoring of the bill. A letler was
read from the Club Rotario de Ori
zaba, just organized in the 'Mexican
city of that name, conveying ac
knowledgment of a letter of con
gratulation received from President
Spear of the Rockland club. The
communication bore the signature of
tho president, Juan C. Gutierrez,
above his club name "Johnnie."

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would
have mado a rule to read some poetry and
listen to some mucls at least once a week.
Tlie loss of these tastes Is a lass of happi
ness.—Charles Darwin

BALLADE OF THE GAMEFISH
Whero the puddle is shallow, tho weukflsh
stay
To drift along the current’s flow:
To take the tide as it moves each day
With the Idle ripples that come and go;
With a shrinking fear of the gales that blow
By distant coasts where the Great Ports
gleam ;
Whero the far heights call through the sil
ver glow.
“Only the gameflsh swims upstream."
Where tho shore is waiting, the minnows
Play.

Borne by the current’s undertow;

Leona Reed of Owl’s Hoad is one Drifting, fluttering on their way,
of the three University of Maine stu
Bound by a fate that has willed it- so;
dents placed in nomination for the In the tree-flung shadows they never know
How far they have come from the odd,
office of secretary of the Senior class.
brave dream;
; Where the wild gules call from the peaks of
snow,
“Only the gameflsh swims upstream.”

TUESDAY

BROWNIE IN
HEALTHLAND
—AT—

COMMUNITY FAIR

1 Where the tide rolls down in a flash of
spray
And strikes with the might of a bitter foe,
The shrimp and the sponge are held at bay.
Where the dirsk winds call and the sun
sinks low;
They <all it Fate in their endless woe,
i As they shrink in fear when the wild
hawks scream
From the crags and crests where the great
thorns grow,
“Only tho gameflsh swims upstream.”

Held with the current the Fates bestow.
Tlie driftwood moves to a sluggish theme.
Nor heeds the call which the Far Isles
throw’,
“Only the gameflsh swims upstream.”

—Grant-land Klee
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THREE TIMES A WEEK

Rocklund. Fvl». 21. 192"
•son ally appeared Frank S. Lyddle who
©n oath declares that he is pressman ln the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of
the issue of tlwit paper of Feh 19. 1925,
there was printed a total of 6,570 coeipn.

r

Before me,

FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

Trust in the Lord with till thine
heart ; and lean not unto thine own
understanding, ln all thy ways ac
knowledge him, and he shall direct
thy paths.—Prov. 3:5, 6.
irn^-T —..... ........... ..............................
KNOW

MAINE

PRODUCTS

Following a suggestion 'by Gov.
Brewster, there is in progress a
commendable, state-wide campaign
better to acquaint Maine people with
the products of the Maine farm and
industries. A general committee,
representing agriculture, industry,
boards of trade, women’s clubs, the
Grange, the Farm Bureau, the Col
lege of Agriculture and the State
Department of Agriculture, has been
chosen to make preliminary plane.
It is the intention of this commit
tee to increase its membership as
(the campaign progresses so that
every county will have a local, co
operating organization.
The plan is to feature during the
first week in March exhibits of
Maine products. An ejadeavor is be
ing made to get every city and town
to take part in this program by hav
ing displays of local and Maine prod
ucts. Manufacturers are being asked
to cooperate by loaning for exhibi
tion in their respective localities
samples of their products.
“Know Maine Products” is the
slogan adopted by the committee for
the campaign, and some local or
ganizations are supplementing it
with "Buy at Home.” This does not
mean, the committee explains, to
build a commercial wall around
Maine. We all realize that Maine
has many products to sell outside
its borders, and is dependent upon
other states for many supplies- But
the idea is to increase the spirit of
state loyalty, and to encourage
Maine folks, i« making their pur
chases. to favor Maine products of
quality that come into competition
with products from other states.
The reward of public patronage
should be richly visited upon the
group of citizens who for several
weeks past have unselfishly given
their time and effort to the enter
prise which next week is to blossom
in the engaging form of a Com
munity Food Fair. Its object is a
thing that concerns each of us inti
mately—the raising of money to
purchase equipment for the city’s
beautiful new High School building,
now reaching the stage of comple
tion. When a piece of business falls
to be done for the general good of
Rockland W’e have never known our
citizens to “hang a leg.” Always, as
in the present instance there is a
loyal company of men and women
ready to assume the burden of de
tails. asking no other compensation
than to see their efforts yield the
success that is possible through the
co-operation of fellow’ citizens. Let
us help them to make this year’s
Food Fair the most notably success
ful of the whole series of themWe have been interested in a copy
of a brochure bearing the title
‘‘Benjamin F. Smith, a Story of
Achievement.” It is a condensation
of the biography, “A Maine Familj’
of Smiths,” with which our readers
are familiar. The extended story as
told by Mr. Smith has been rewrit
ten by Everett W. Lord, dean of the
college of business administration of
Boston University, who says in a
presentation note printed on the fly

ANNOUNCING

ARCADE, ROCKLAND

AFTERNOON OF FEB. 26

N. B- -All entries should be made with R. L. Knowlton

ADVERTISING AND

MR. FORD

Chamber of Commerce Heard Two Interesting Subjects
Discussed At Last Night’s Banquet.
Dwight T. Heist y of Waltham,
Mass., advertising manager of the
Ford Motor Company in New Eng
land addressed the Chamber of Com
merce on the subject of "Advertis
ing" last night, and then submitted
A
to a barrage of interrogations which
showed how thoroughly interested
the company was in Henry the Ford
King. About the only thing the as
semblage didn’t ask was whether
Mr. Ford manufacturers cross word
puzzles.
The meeting followed an excellent
supper in the Thorndike Grill, with
’covers laid for about 80. Col. Walter
H. Butler pfesided at the request of
President I\ P. Bicknell, who was
suffering from a cold“Advertising,” said Mr. Hersey, “is
so directed as to bring home the
bacon. It must tell the true story
and have a definite end in view. The
merchant must advertise no matter
how popular his commodity i« other
wise he W’ill soon be left in the rear.
“The main reasons for advertis
ing are to keep in the limelight and
to keep the pr<xlu<*t going. Money
spent in untruthful advertising is
money wasted.
Advertising in
creases production, low»*r3 costs and
thus becomes an immense saving to
the public. Poor advertising will

New England up to the world. As
sociations like this [referring to the
Chamber of Commerce 1 are build
ing up community spirit, and it is
only narrowness that keeps us from
working together Without some
sort of a friendly, spirit in business
we cannot build up tow’nahips and
communities.”
Mr. Hersey apologized for what
might seem like boosting when lie
camo to discuss the doings of the
Ford Moba' Company, but said that j
people generally seem interested in I
what Mr. Ford is doing, and the sub- |
ject is on everybody’s tongue. The ,
time has arrived when people are
taking the Ford car very seriously.

In 1903, which marked the real be
ginning of this organization, the out
put was 105 cars. Years of litigation
and other handicaps followed, but in
1911 the output had increased to
76,000 cars. The first million had
been produced by November 1920.
Between that date and the 1924 re
port the difference between that
million and ten million had ’oeen
turned out. The company has 38
blanch plants in this and foreign
countries and even manufacturers Its
own glass, beside;- having hydro
electric plants and conducting its
own lumbering operations. Its De
troit foundry is the largest in the
world.
work the reverse.
’“Everything is open to the public
“Don’t try to say too many words.
Go on the basis that a picture is and there are plaguey few things
worth a million words. Some mer that are not shown to you.” said Mr.
chants and manufacturers make the Hersey. “The company has tried to
mistake of keeping up the same old help the farmer, and a great deal of
line of advertising. This is not good snow’ in New England this winter
business. The advertiser should not has been moved by Fordaons.”
During the open forum .Mr. Hersey
keep on saying the same thing
We have not done enough to play j appealed frequently to Charles Wix-

DANCE

MILLER’S

—At—

Watts Hall

THOMASTON
436 Main Street, - - Rockland, Me.

Monday Night Feh. 23

PHONE 259-R

: : Music by : :

DEAN’S ORCHESTRA

OUR ANNUAL

CLEARANCE SALE
WILL TAKE PLACE
COMMUNITY FAIR WEEK—STARTING

MONDAY,

FEBRUARY

22

These Shoes are to be sold way below cost; we
must make room for our spring goods. And you
know the quality of Miller’s Shoes.

WOMEN'S
$5.50 and $6.00 Pumps in Kid and
$O
Patent Leathers.................. .............
$4.00 and $4.50 Pumps.................... $^

’

♦
A new high water mark was ’ r
• established at the State Prison *
* yesterday when the total num- *
* ber of inmates reached 262. Some *
♦ of»the men are obliged to bunk *
♦ in tho corridors, and in the *
* woman’s department the bath- *
* room is being used as sleeping *
• quarters. The number of con- *
* victs has seldom exceeded 225 in *
• former years.
»♦»*♦**♦*♦***

son, field tractor man for the Ford
Motor Company, on the Maine loca
tion. for certain branches of infor
mation with which he was more fa
miliar.
Answers to some of the
questions follow:
The Ford Motor Company spends
$3 i»er car in advertising, mainly
through t%*’ dealer organizations.
The best advertising medium de
pends upon location. Many believe
that newspaper advertising excels
ail else.
Out of the Cambridge factory,
which in many respects is a fac
simile of the Detroit factory 1750
tractors were sold last year.
The company has 179.500 employes.
The average wage of the workers is
$6, and the lowest is $5. whether the
man is engaged in sweeping floors
or^aLaging lumber.
There are 414 Ford dealers in New
England.
Ford was 40 when he began to hit
his stride.
More than 350.000 cars were soli
last year by the five-dollar-a-weeg
plan. This encourages many per
sons to save money for the first
time.
Mr. Ford’s aim is to make the best
car in the W’orld.
Mr. Hersey told how the Ford cars
are assembled by the conveyor'
method and driven off under their
own power to the delivery shed.
“The organization is so vast” said
he. “that it would take a Daniql
Webster to arnw’er all of the ques
tions.”
“Down in Havana.” said William
Talbot. "I noticed that most of the
Ford cars seemed to be upholstered
in red leather, why was that?”
“It was probably some enterprising
accessory man appealing to the ar
tistic taste,” replied Mr. Hersey.
“Lei’s see.” said Walter C. Ladd,
“that was down in Havana, wasn’t
it ?”
Laughter showed that the point
was not lost.
it sure was,” replied Mr. Talbot,
“and I saw red.”

Editor of Jhe Courier-Gazette: —
Why can’t we give our stage driv
er, Bill Cnven a nice little pat on the
back for toe nianneV in which he has
lelivered the (.’lark Island mail this
winter? Can any other town claim
the distinction of receiving its mail
every night during the winter. ov<r
a 12 mile route and in such a round
about nnbrokfn road ns that over
which our stage' has to travel?
Through South Thomaston, Spruce
Head and Waterman’s Beach, every
body knows the road in summer, but
only a few are acquainted with it in
winter.
We read accounts from neighboring
towns about their luck of mail
sometimes for days, and then it is
that we feel grateful to our carrier
as people in these isolated village?
depend almost wholly upon their let
ters and papers to keep in touch with
‘.he outside world.
In all of that
dreadful winter of 1922-23. there were
>nly three different nights that our
mail did not arrive, Whitehall about
us they were minus mail three and
four days in succession, many times
during the season. Therefore—isn’t
It up to us to say just a little word
Of praise and thanks to our genial
Bill—to let him know that we appre
ciate the good work.
Mabelle E. Doherty
Clark Island. Feb. 19.
MAINE—ENCHANTED LAND

^5

50 pairs odd lot of Pumps, in Patent,
Kid and Suede . ...................................

$1 QQ

*.*70

MEN'S
$5.00 High Shoes in Brown or Black, $Q A Q
plain or cap toe..................................... *“* *
60 pairs of $5.00 Oxfords, Black or
$Q O
Brown
.......................................... O.&V

Q

$7.50 Ralston Shoes, high or low, in $/| QC
Brown Calf...........................................

BURPEE'S ANNUAL SALE
THREE BIG VALUES FUR FOOD FAIR WEEK

3 PIECE CUT VELOUR SUITE
When have you seen such a strikinnly handsome suite as the one above for
such a small amount of money? It’s just another example of how Burpee’s
Annual Sale saves you money.

I

Heavily overstuffed, covering of fine Baker Velour, backs of all pieces covered.
Large spring filled cushions. All hand made and guaranteed.

S PIECE TRENCH WALNUT

DINING ROOM SUITE
This suite sold for $300. In the stylish William and Mary period. Made of
genuine French Walnut, it is a beautiful e^tfmple of workmanship. We have
priced the Buffet, Extension Table, five Chairs and Arm Chair $98. The China
Clcsct for $18 and the Server far $16.

[For Tlie Courier-Gazette}
Tonight a* I sit here a-dreaming
Be ide the warm firelight’s glow.
When the air ia cold and frosty
And old earth wears a carpet of snow,
I think of a day in the springtime.
Ll cornea like tiie sun after rain.
A vision of green trees a-budding
The beauties and wonders of Maine

I can see in the glow of the embers
A place made for comfort and ease;
I can ree all tlie g’oriea of nature.
Her lakes and her rivers, her trees;
1 can hear the deep boom of old ocean.
•Its murmur and splash on tlie shore:
She lures with her age-old enchantment.
She beckons an<l calls evermore
I can see the tall ships in their pas ing.
The gleam of white sails ’gainst the blue.
And I gaze with delight op their splendor
Till they fade in the haze from my view ;
Tlie sea-gulls their pinions are fla hing.
They circle and glide to the sand.
And the sun in a riot of glory
tScts ha seal o’er this magical land.
This Is Maine, our fair garden of promise,
4Jhe claims us, the best we can give.
Our honor, our faith, our allegiance—
It is thus her bright standards shall live.
Aa the sailor makes harbor at even
After voymge and stress on tlie foam.
So shall Mabie’s loyal sons and her daughters
Seek he«wren— she welcomes us home!
Carolyn Ford Herrick.
Swans Idand, Maine

WARREN’8 OLD FOLKS

PRISON OVERCROWDED

The Street Railway will maintain
half hourly ear service t... Camden
and Thomaston every afternoon of
Community Fair.

“BILL” CAVEN APPRECIATED

Judging at 3:00 o'clock

“This little volume is presented to
the students of the College of Busi
ness Administration of Boston Uni
versity through the generosity of
Mr. Smith, whose life story i« here
briefly related. It is Mr. Smith’s
hope that the students who read the
account may gain from it an inspi
ration which will urge them to look
for fundamental values; that it will
aid them to recognize the significant
fact that economic success depends
upon the homely virtues of thrift,
courage and industry; and that it
may have a part in making the stu
dents of this great institution more
mindful of their advantages and the
boundless opportunities open
to
every young American.”
Five thousand copies of the
•handsomely -printed and bound book
let, with its portrait of Mr. Smith,
were thus put into the hands of
these students. Truly this story of
a Maine family, which its author had
originally prepared with no other
thought than a circulation among his
intimate friends, has reached through
book and newspaper distribution a
surprisingly Large audience.

•

THE

DOG SHOW OF COMMUNITY FAIR

leaf:

♦

CAMDEN

Camden Commandery will go to
Bangor St. Johns Day to help St.
John’s Commandery of Bangor cele
brate Its 75th anniversary.
Excellent progress Is being made
In the reconstruction of the Ayer
Fish Market, Bay View street.
The Parent-Teacher Association I
went on record in favor of a new
schoolhouse at its recent meeting.
The District Nursing Association
benefit pluy "A Pair of Sixes" is
progressing well. It will be pre
sented In the Opera House March
5 nnd t.
An all-day meeting of the Farm
i Bureau Ladies will he held Mon
day in the Grange hall subject ’•Eti
quette.” The Pine Club girls wi'l
furnish a program.
Rev. H. I. Holt will continue his
"Boom Maine” series of sermons^nt
the Congregational church tomor
row morning. A union service at
the Baptist g-hurch will lie held with
a -Near East Belief streaker.
"The Victor’s Life-Names" will he
the sermon subject at the Baptist
church Sunday morning. A' union
service will be held there at 7
o’clock.
The morning subject of Rev. Ernesf-T. Smith at the Methodist
church tomorrow morning will be.
"The
Meaning of Christianity."
Sunday school meets at noon and
Epworth League at 6 p. m.
The annual meeting of the Camden
Cemetery Association has elected
these officers: President C. T. Swan;
vice president. L. II. Ritterbush;
secretary. Mrs. Georgia
Hobbs:
treasurer, A B. Annis: executive
committee. MHt* Frances R. Porter.
P. J. Good and G. F. Andrews. A
plan of the whole cemetery is to
be made.

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

Every-Other-Day

Some towns in Maine point with
pride to the fart that they have
within their borders perhaps two or
three persons over 80 years of age
who are exceptionally smart for their
years, but in Warren there are 37
folk who have passed four score
and who, with few exceptions are
able to assist in small tasks about
their homes. Of the 37", 21 are men.
—Waterville Sentinel.
™

Prohibition is positively till- greatest
boon to the common people that has
occurred for hundreds of years.—W.
H. Reid, secretary-treasurer West
Coast Steel Co.

BEDROOM SUiTE SPECIAL
This suite is made of solid oak finished a deep golden color. The bed is bowfoot. All mirrors are heavy French plate. We Have priced the bed, Dresser,
chifforobe and two chairs $69. If you want the large vanity dressed it will
only cost $33.45.

ONLY FIVE DAYS MORE OF CUR GREAT SALE

Remember, that the entire stock of this store is on sale at 25% to 50% Discount

s

ALL GOODS

DELIVERED

BIJRPFK
FURNITURE CO.

FREE

!?()< I\l WI)

‘DRESS WELL AND SUCCEED”

M Al

x*i?EL SEILTFiatL? i*i_ Fr-JZTtHfFIrE IrliT-

Heads We
Win!

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

E win every head
upon which we
place a Mallory
Hat. Its striking smart*
ness sets its apart from all
others. New shapes; new
colors; new bands; new
bindings; new linings,
but Old Friend, "Service”
is on the job at the door
and throughout the store.
New Caps, $2.00, $2.50.

---

We will Store and
Insure Vour
Purchases If
You Wish

W. P. STRONG

W

WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER
WALL PAPER
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
SUPPLIES
THOMASTON. MAINB
Tuas-tf

The Mallory

Aristocrat Hat

Other Mallory Hats, $5 to $10

An

Ad.

Columns

In

Will

Anything

Gregory’s

These

Sell

From

a

Needle to an Anchor.
What Do You Want

to Sell?

THESE ARE THE FLASHES
2 Electric Percolators
13 Pairs Silk Hose
Table Lamp
4 Double Boilers
Clock
Serving Tray
Boudoir Lamp
Tea Kettle
4 Berlin Kettles
Electric Iron
Electric Curler
!4 Ton of Coal
Pair Overshoes
Oiled Duster
Coffee Grinder
6 Records
5- Bocks (Latest Novels)
4 Boxes of Candy

Thermos Bottle
Hot Water Bottle
5 Pairs Ladies' Slippers
Plant
Hand Made Basket
Ladies' Silver Pencil
Candle Holder & Candle
Angel Cake Pan
Lady's Hat
22 Tickets Park
22 Tickets Strand
22 Tickets Empire
2 Subscriptions to
The Courier-Gazette
4 Lunch Boxes
Man's Hat
2 Bags Flour (large)
6 Live Lobsters

COMMUNITY FAIR
ARCADE—ALL NEXT WEEK

-

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD

A ship’s model, encased in a large
bottle, with a village for background,
and a lighthouse in the distance, is a
source of never ending wonderment
at Charles M. Cook’s store on Tillsoii
avenue. Mr. Cook has declined many
offers for it, also for the large draw
ing which represents tire boinbnrilment of Forts Hatteras and Clark hy
the U. S. fleet. The picture was
drawn In 1861 by Francis Garland, a
seaman on the U. S. S. Cumberland.

8CHOOLHOUSE ARES

Great Loss of Property in Maine
Leads To Commissioner’s Caution.

EEHTS

Feb. 22—Waahhington’s birthday,
Feb. 23—Fortyy Club luncheon, 12 o'clock
Thorndike drill.
Feb 23-28—-Portland Auto Show.
Feb 23-28 Community Fair at Arcade.
Feb. 24— Camden. Board ot Trade ban
quet. Kev. C. A Knickerbocker, speaker.
Feb 25— Lent begins.
Feb. 25—Fourth Quarterly Conference, M.
K church.
March 2—Lady Knox Chapter D. A. R.
meets with Mrs Grace Black, Talbot avenue.

March 2—Waldoboro town meeting.
March 2—Fuller-Oobb-Davla “Bed Letter
Ball” Community Fair.
Marcli 5-8—Camden—“A Pair of Sties"
benefit District Nursing Association.
March 0—(7.15)—Address by Rev, John
M. Arters. of South Portland, Methodist
vestry, auspices Woman's Educational Club.
March 9- Daughters of Veterans liegiin
Prize Auction Parties In Grand Anny halt.
March 10 L. R. R. Relief Association
dance and entertainment hi Temple hall.
March 13—Child Guest day, Rubinstein
Club
•larch !•—St. Patrick’s Day
March 18 2L—Rockland Automobile Show at
the Arcade
March 18 19—State Convention of D. A.R
In Bangor.
March 21—Young Folks’ convention at
Methodist church, Rockland,
March 21—First day of spring.
March 22-Aprll5 —Singing revival, First
Baptist church.
March 31, April 13—Farmers’ Week at the
College of Agriculture.
April 3—Rockport—"Cheer
Up Chad,”
auspices of Dumalquaa class of Baptist 8. 8.
at ITilon hall.
April 12 Easter Sunday.
April 22-27—Annual conference of Metho
dist Episcopal Churches In Augusta.

SUNDAY
10:30

,

/

“The Conversion of the
Converted”
7:15

“THE CRIMSON ROAD”
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(a)
(f)

Question Prelude
,
Vocal Duet
Instrumental Duet
Choir Anthem
Child Recitation
Naw Songs and Old Hymns

FIRST
BAPTIST CHURCH
There will be a rehearsal of the
Boys and Girls Glee CJubs at 2
’clock Sunday at the Arcade.

An examination for tatirhers cer
tificates, elementary' and secondary,
will be held at tha McLain building
this city, next Friday.

Attention to the greit loss in
school properly in Maine by fire
during the past year is called by
Commissioner of Education Thomas
in a letter sent to all superintend
ents of schools and school commit
teemen in the Stale.
The Comraisaioner of Education
rays. “There is not only the danger
of the destruction of property and
lorw, of life but these costly fires
have induced insurance companies
materially To increase their rates,
which in the total will taj|e out of
the channels of education, a con
siderable sum of money and place
an additional expense on the people
already heavily burdened.
He suggests that school officials
make a thorough examination of all
si hool property, that there is proper
protection from the furnace, that
chimneys ftre in good condition, that
no rubbish, grease rags or other
substaticc be allowed to accummulate in basements. He also calls
attention to the danger of leaving
ashes In which there are live coals,
in the building.
He further says’. “It will be well
also to give the children fire drills
at regular periods in order to iircpare them for an emergency that
may come; that definite, purposeful
instruction he given in fire preven
tion and in the exercise of care not
h< me and elsewhere.”
only around the schools hut at

The Portland Sunday Telegram
published a picture of the Hebron
Academy hockey squad under the
title “Hebron Academy’s
Speedy
Cluster of Puck Chasers." A Rock
land boy. Winston Flfleld, manages
the outfit und was easily identified in
the picture.

1855

The hockey game which was to
have been played at Stevens Field
this afternoon has been cancelled
•U'ord was received by the manage
ment that the I^wiston High School
team had disbanded, and It was im
possible, with so short ir notice, to
get a substitute.

The new Laurie Annex has been
opened. Mr- and Mrs. Elmus Mac
Donald are occupying a tirst-flooi
suite and Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Freret have apartments on the second
floor. The new building makes a
notable addition to the fine plant op
erated in Post Office Square by Mrs.
Ava lawry*
The artii le in Thursday's CourierGazette relative to Street Railway
patronage, was widely read, and
many confessed that they had not
viewed the dilemma from the angles
there presented. Yesterday a Thom
aston man drove into town with the
words "Patronize the Street Rail
way’’ conspicuously displayed on the
wind-shield of his cur. "1 am done
using my car as a public acmmmodfltlon,” said he; “It isn’t fair to the
road.”

The interesting stock of vessel
models on exhibition at the Custom
House was augmented this week by
the handsome brig model made by
Capt. Charles It. Magee, inspector of
customs, for John O. Alden, a Mar
blehead. Mass., yacht brokar. Neat
ness and detail have been stressed
in Capt. Magee’s work, which would
delight every mariner. The ship mod
el G. R. hkoltield has hauled out in
the Custom House drydock, where It
Is being re-rigged by Capt. Magee
■ and Deputy Collector H. W. Thorn
dike. Mr. Thorndike's present col
lection numbers about 20 models,
ranging from a topsail schooner to a
big whaler. The largest of these ex
hlliitx Is the State of Maine, model
of a ship which was built at lyiscas
set. and which model the keen-eyed
collector found in a Bath loft. Mr.
Thorndike also bus a model of a
craft built at Eden in 1740. A Florida
' man sent him a 6-inch model to re
pair, hut it would he necessary to
use a microscope, and Mr. Thorndike
passed up the job.

E. A. GL1DDEN & CO.
WALDOBORO, ME.

BORN
Hartley—Roqfcland, Feb 7, to Mr. and Mrs.
O. M. Hartley, a son—Arnos Vernon.

MARRIED
’MpO'.uaky-Humphrey—Rockland, Feb 16 by
Frank If Ingraham. N I'.. Thomas F. Mc
Cluskey and Theresa M Humphrey, Loth of
Rockland

DIED

HOCKEY
GAME

McLoon

“Pat” French outfit here later if

ice conditions warrant.

IN MEMORIAM

bi loving memory of Celeste R. Bridges.
Died Feb. 22. 1924.
We had a little treasure once
She was our pride, our joy and pearl;
We loved her, yes, perhajis too much,
Our darling little girl
Her last farewell was spoken
One year ago today;
Our happy hearts were broken
When our dear one passed away.
■Gone but not forgotten by her mother, sis
ters and brothers.
•
CARD OF THANKS

BABY SHOW
WEDNESDAY P. M.
COMMUNITY
FAIR

VALUES SUPREME
AS A SPECIAL CONSIDERATION TO SHOPPERS DURING COMMU
NITY FAIR WEEK THE STONINGTON FURNITURE CO. IS MAKING
AN EXTRAORDINARY PRICE ON THE MERCHANDISE LISTED BE

VALUES SUPREME.

’15.50

Heavy Brass Beds—-all sizes

Listen to the words that
“Put

IN KNOX’

17 75
*

1C 7 C

Springs in all sizes.............................................. .... . ..........................

•

4.75

Come in and see these Supremely Worth While Values and make yourself at
home in our Big Store

Stonington Furniture Co.

edme from Washington's
nono

L. MARCUS, Prop.
Rockland.
313-319 Main St

TeL 745-J

but

Americans on guard.”
—Ku Klux Kian.

»

Agues I’. Radley

and

Jones hops to bring the

tomb.

Jtockiand, Me.

This proposition is in a handsome colored Tick, full rolled edge
of finest workmanship, 3 ft. 6 in. and 3 ft......................................

Because of bad ica conditions of

Coach

IN MEMORIAM

In loving memory of my mother, Georgia

E Perry, who died Feb 21, 1922.

A First Grade Extra Heavy one or two part Genuine Silk Floss
Guaranteed Mattress^ 4 ft. and 4 ft. 6 in., at .... „■..................

ALL OFF
Capt.

IN MEMORIAM

hi sad and loving remembrance of our
dear wife and mother, Lucy Haske’l, who de
parted this life Feb 23, 1924. May perpet
ual light shine upon her.
Husband and Children.

HERE IS THE FINEST MATTRESS VALUE OFFERED
COUNTY IN YEARS
•

—IS—

Rink.

Wilkins—Rose cottage, Ellon, Kvotiand.
Jan. 14, Elizabeth Fowler, wife of John
W’ilkons, formerly of Vi ma 'haven.
Williams—Friendship, Feb. 20, Fred WllMaiba. a native of St. George aged about 48
•Newell—Rockland, Feb 20, Georgle, wife,
of Charles Newell, aged 28 years, 11 months
und 26 days Burial in Jefferson
Ripley—Rockland, Feb 21, Grace V., wife
of Harry 8. Ripley, aged 47 years, 11 months
and 4 da vs.
Funeral from the residence
Monday afternoon at 2 o'clock.

This includes extra heavy fullers, satin ribbon finish, 4 ft. 6 in., 4 ft., 3 ft. 6 in
and 3-ft sizes

THE

MAIL ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED

«...

• • »•

:: Memorials ::

been recently purchased by the Sim
mons & Hammond Mfg. Co., makers
of S. & H. Quality Ice Cream, Spe
cial machinery is being installed to
provide a refrigerating plant and
holding station in thorough keeping
with the most improved and modern
Coach Jones is highly &|*preclative methods. It is expected that the work
of the spirit of the citizens and will be completed by April 1st.
firms who contributed antomobijes
to carry the local teams to Newcastle
We have now in our employ nI
A. C. Jones. Postmaster Blethen, number of men who were habitually 1
John G. Snow ol Dyer’s Garage. aff from one to three days after
Francis Saville of Rockland Garage, every pay-day and their recorda now
Frank Butler and F. W. Fuller con show .that they have minsed practi
tributed cars or trucks, and the cally no time for over a year.-»D.
Fireproof Oarage
contributed oil Seltzer, vice president and general
and gas for one of the trucks.
manager Ohio Cultivator Co.

LOW.

'The Gospel Mission services Sun- .
ilay afternoon 2.30. will he conducted
by L, A. Dow and tlie evening 7 15 I
service by Edward Knwley.

1924

We wish to thank the friends for acta of
sympathy and floral tributes during our be
reavement
'Mr and Mrs L. T. Fisk, Mr. and Mrs. J
C Brewer, Mr and Mrs. R. G. Sanborn, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Fish, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
ward H. .Money, Mr. and Mrs. Francis Fisk,
Hon. Scott Wilson of Portland was
An Augusta news item states that
MacLeod, John IMac Lend, Jr , Ray
.appointed chief justice yesterday to the property on fcstate street formerly Charles
mond MacLeod, Miss Elizabeth MacLeod,
succeed Hon. Leslie C. Cornish, re- occupied a» Campbell’s Garage has Mr and Mrs. J. D. MacLeod.

sigtjed. One of the first to congratu
late him was Representative R. I.
Thompson, who told him how pleas
ing the appointment would be to
Knox county where he presided over
the January term.

WITH THE CHURCHES

Mr. Knickerbocker will preach at ;
10 30 at the Universalis! church. I
Sunday morning, subject, “House I
Builders and Housekeepers;” church 1
school at 12 and Y. P. C. U. at 6.
• • • •
The Water Co. will not begin shut
The Salvation Army Sunday ser- I
ting off delinquent water tax payers vices will he as follows: Holiness
until March 1.
meeting, 11 a. m.. Salvation meeting. I
S p. m. Company meeting is. a.) 2 p. !
in., Young People’s Legion at 6.30.

Those who had bought tickets for
today's cancelled hockey game, will
Dean's Orchestra is giving the have their money refunded by re
dance in Temple hall tonight.
turning the tickets to f'hisholm’s
candy store.
Patrolman Lamb fs hack on his
beat, after a week’s lay-off on ac
Dr. A. K. P. Harvey wno has been
count of IHness.
ill with a light attack of pneumonia
Steamer Westport on her midweek
the past two weeka. is again at his
(Mayor Snow was a |>as«enger on office. Mrs. llarv.ey’s condition is trip from Rockland to Bar Harbor
yesterday noon’s train hound for Au Improving.----Wednesday struck a heavy ice floe,
which damaged her planking. She
gusta on city business.
was beached near Stonington, re
The
Public
Library
will
not
observe
pairs were made and she proceeded
Winslow-Holbrook Auxiliary will
Monday
as
a
holiday
but
will
be
open
'hold its regular meeting Monday
on her trip.
night. Members are asked to take Its regular hours, 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
These hours stye arranged especially
The alumnae committee for the
membership blanks
for the convenience of those who are Community Fair will greatly appre
At the Monday meeting of Rock unable to cone except on holidays. ciate having fancy work and hand
land Lodge of Elks the officers for the
kerchiefs for the alumnae booths
Earl G. McIntosh has bought the turned in as soon as possible. Every
coming year will be nominated. The
supper, preceding the session, will Homer Roblnaon lot on North Main one who is interested in equipment
street, corner Admontein avenue, for the new High School Is urged to
fee at 6.45.
the deal being made through L. W. contribute, whether or not they have
Mr. been personally solicited".
Willis E. Parsons, commissioner of Benner's real estate agency.
Inland Fisheries und Game, will McIntosh will build in the immediate
Rockland citizens have seen their
speak at the banquet of the Knox future.
———
w last graduation as graduations go, if
Fount.V Fish and (Tame Association
City
Engineer
L.
Dow
Jones
left
present
plans
materialize.
The
March 6 at the Elks Club.
this morning for Bath to join the system of importing a lecturer and
State
Engineering
party
which
is
having the graduates listen in cap
iThe Water Co. had a very successfull demonstration ol thawing froz making the survey for the propositi and gown is proposed, the idea of
I,ridge
across
the
Kennebec.
Mr.
economy being put forward as the
en water pipes by electricity in Cam
den
yesterday
afternoon.
Two Jones will be gone about a week and reason Rumor has it that the bac
hto
office
in
City
building
will
be
calaureate parade is to be reinstat
groups of four houses each were
ed, possibly for the same reason.
thawed in from three to five minutes. closed during his absence.

the
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Every-Other-Day

FREE DELIVERY

At the Congregntional church to- I
morrow morning Mr. Bounds will '
preach on the subjei t, “Jeremiah
God and the Individual.” Church i
school at noon. The Fellowship
League will meet in the vestry at 6
o’clock.
• , • •
Bev. W. M. Brewster will preach at
the Adventist church. Port Clyde,
Sunday at 10.30, subject “The Beturn of the Nobleman.” Evening ser
vice at 7 o'clock, subject “The Sins
of Judah are Written With An Iron
Pen With a Point of a Diamond."
• • • •
First Church of Christ, Scientist,
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday I
morning service at 11 o’clock. Sub
ject of lesson sermon, ’ Mind.” Sun
day School at 12. The reading loom
is located In the new Bicknell block
anil is open every week day from 2
to 5 p. m.
....
The Saints services on Sunday
will he held in their room, 471 Alain
street as follows; 1 o'clock, Sunday
School hour, followed by the social
hour at 2 o’clock, and preaching ser
vice at 7 conducted by Elder Pearl
Billings.
Wednesday evening the
regular prayer meeting. On Thurs
day afternoon at 2.30 tlie Duct l ine
and Covenants class meets ami on
Friday evening at 7 .o'clock the Jteliglo class meets for study and rec
reation.
• • * •
Bev. O. W. Stuart will deliver tlie
last in the series of «crmons on
"Things the Bible Says About Our
Times,”
at
Littlefield
Memorial
Church Sunday at 1U.30. Tlie choir
will render the anthem “A Dream of
Paradise.” Gray. Bible school meets
at close of morning service with
classes for all ages; C. E. service at
6.15 and the evening service at 715.
The Junior choir and church or
chestra will have charge of the
music. Mr. Stuart's subject, ’-A Les
son in Clay." Cottage prayer meet
ings will lie held on Friday evening
at the homes of Mrs. Storey, 117
Camden street, Mrs. Annie Blaisdell.
16 Spruce street and Air. and Mrs.
Aaron Alaxcy at the Highlands.
Evangelistic services begin March
15 and Rev. and Airs. Roy H. Short
of Hartland, formerly of Thomaston,
will assist.
....
lEpiscopal church notices: Sunday
at SL Peter's Holy Communion at
7.30; (morning prayer und sermon at
10.30, school following. At Thomas
ton School at 6.30, evening prayer
and sermon at 7.30. The Confirma
tion Class will meet in two sections
’ at the Rectory on Monday at 4 and
I 7 p. ni. Tuesday, St. .Matthias’ day—
Holy communion at iSt, Peter's at 7.30;
Services of Ash Wednesday: At St.
Peter's, Holy Communion at 7.30 a.
m.; at 10.30,- litany, penitential of
fice, matins and sermon; evening
prayer and sermon at 7.30. At Thom
aston: Evening prayer, litany and
sermon at 2 p. m. followed by meet
ing of the Guild. Thursday, St. Pe
ter’s Guild at rectory at 2.30. Friduy at St. Peter's, holy communion
at 7-30 a. m.; evening prayer anil ad
dress at 7.30; choir practice follow
ing.
• • • •
At the Pratt Memorial AI. E.
church Sunday morning the pastor
will speak of “Washington and His
Country." In the evening the sub
ject will he “Gideon’s Victory from a
u New Angle.” The musical pro
gram in the morning will include
the anthem "God Is Our Hope and
strength,” Young and the duet, “If
You Love the Suviour,” Gabriel, Mrs.
Nina Robinson and Raymond An
derson. In the evening there will lie
a praise service igd by Otho L.
Hatch; the anthem. “The Whole
Wide World for Jesus," Thompson,
and a male quartet, “Pilgrims of the
Night," Stebbins, Messrs Clark.
Smith, Porter, and Aliiligan. Aliss
Bertha McIntosh, chorister. Sunday
school will convene at 12 witli at
tendance at high water mark; Ep
worth I-eugne
at 6.15.
Prayer
meeting Tuesday evening at 7.30.
Fourth Quarterly Conference Wed
nesday evening at 7.30 with Dist.
Supt. L. G. March presiding.
• • • •
Sunday morning at the First Bap
tist church, the pastor, Rev. H. P.
Browne, will speak at 10 30 on "The
Conversion of the Converted." The
choir will sing "Rejoice in tile Lord,
O Ye Righteous," Lambord anil “We
Would iSee Jesus," Brackett. Sun
day school immediately at the close
of the morning service. Children’s
Happy Hour at 4 ji. nt. and Christian
Endeavor at 6.15, in charge of Aliss
Alva Spear. The pastor's subject at
the evening service which begins at
7.15 will be, "The Crimson Road."
During the question prelude the fol
lowing questions will bfj answered;
Are modern college students infi
dels? What do you think of the
prayer for children, “Now I lay me
down to sleep"? Why does not God
destroy the devil? Special musical
numbers will include “He Lives oil
High,” Hawaiian itielmly by Rev.
and Mivs. B; P. Browne; violin and
piano duet, “Love’s Greeting." Elgar,
hy Misses Alberta and Elizabeth
Knight, and “Be Thou. O God.” Van
Laer hy the choir. There will also
be a child’s recitation. Master Sterl
ing. Covenant prayer meeting on
Tuesday evening at 7.30 anil cottage
prayer meeting at the home of Airs.
Frances Ryder. 36 Masonic street.
| Wednesday evening. Keep in mind
the singing revival beginning on
March 22.
(

For bathing and inhaling use the
refreshing Three Crow triple Spirits
of Gum Camphor.—adv.
A free parish supper will lie served
at St. Peter's vestry Tuesday night.
Mrs. M. R. Pillsbury and Mrs. W. II.
Armstrong will sing and the rector
will give a brief talk. Parishioners
and friends of the parish are urged,
to attend.

A Smashing Success
For Community Fair Seems to be the general
wish. The splendid spirit manifested is almost
beyond belief and the management has done its
level best to make the show worthy of its ob
jects—the equipping of the new High School
and the completion of the Athletic Field. Many
attractions not advertised are on the program,
and literally hundreds of valuable flashes added.
Doors open at 2:00 and 7:00 P. M.
Take your Envelopes to the Souvenir Booth At Once

THE PROGRAM
MONDAY EVENING, FEB. 23
Marsh’s Full Orchestra. Special Super-Vaudeville attraction with Beauty
Chorus, Dancing, Singing and Comedy Skits, direction of Miss Frances Flana
gan. Radio Concert. Dancing from 9:30 to 10:30 in big central space.
Gifts at the Door—100 Bags Puritest Flour, 60 bags Royal Lily Flour, 100
loaves of Trainer’s Bread, 100 Tape Measures, 2 Tickets each to the Park,
Strand and Empire Theatres, 500 Pencils and Five Stupendous Flashes.

TUESDAY, FEB. 24, AFTERNOON
Brownie in Health Land—Special Red Cross Exhibition by Nationally Fa
mous Entertainer. Radio Demonstration. Marston’s Orchestra.
Gifts—1 00 packages Three Crow Soda, 100 loaves Consolidated Bread, 60
boxes of Russell’s Chocolates, two Tickets each for Park, Strand and Empire
Theatres, 1000 Special Can Banks, 500 Holders, 500 Yard Sticks and 200
Chisholm Bros. Special Chocolates, Five Big Flashes.

TUESDAY, FEB. 24, EVENING
Marston’s Full Orchestra—Healthland Talk and Play for adults; Radio.
Dancing from 9:30 to 10.30. Gifts—100 bags Royal Lily Flour, 100 cans
Rice. Raisins and Milk, 50 cans Hershey’s Cocoa, 2 Tickets to Park, Strand
and Empire Theatres, 100 Surprise Packages and Five Extra Special Flashes.

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 25, AFTERNOON
Marsh’s Orchestra—Baby Show, direction of Mrs. J. H. Flanagan; Radio.
Gifts—100 loaves of New York Bakery Bread, 100 packages Deep Sea Fish,
50 cans Maine Maid Mince Meat, 100 Tape Measures, 2 Tickets each to
the Park, Strand .and Empire Theatres, 1000 Pencils, 1000 Yard Sticks, 150
packages Peters Chocolates, 500 Holders and Five (5) Big Flashes.

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 25, EVENING
Pageant Night—Famous Festival Night of the Fair, direction of Miss Ellen
Cochran, Marsh’s Full Orchestra, Radio. Dancing from 9:30 to 10.30. Gifts
—100 bags Peerless Flour, 100 packages Arm & Hammer Soda, 50 cans
Hatchet Brand Corn, Two Tickets each local Theatre, Five (5) Big Flashes.

THURSDAY, FEB. 26, AFTERNOON
Marston’s Full Drived—Famous Dog Show under direction of R. L. Knowl
ton, C. A. Lawrence, A. C. McLoon; High School Manual Training Depart
ment in actual operation. Gifts—=400 packages Corn Flakes, 80 packages
Three Crow Soda, 150 boxes Foss’ Chocolates, 72 bottles Crape Juice, Two
Tickets each local Theatre, 1000 Can Banks, 500 Holders and Four (4) Big
Flashes.

THURSDAY, FEB. 26, EVENING
Athletic night, direction of Philip A. Jones, with picked teams of boys
and girls in exercises and games, Marston’s Fufl Orchestra, Manual Training
demonstration. Dancing from 9.30 to 10:30. Gifts—100 cans Kid Glove
Pork and Beans, 20 5-lb. bags Stover’s Pride Flour, I 2 I -lb. packages Bishop
j Cocoa, 24 cans Maine Grown Peas, 50 Dags International Salt, two Tickets to
each Theatre, and Four more Flashes. Rockland Band as a Special?

FRIDAY, FEB. 27, AFTERNOON
Marston’s Full Orchestra, Mac Gilchrest of Thomaston. Special Attraction
Unannounced, Radio. Gifts—25 packages Quaker Quakies, 100 boxes Deep
Sea Fish, 100 cakes of Armours Soap, 25 packages Puffed Rice, 20 cans of
Varnish, 144 boxes of Matches (distributed upon leaving), two Tickets to
each The-’.:e, and four Flashes; also 500 Pencils and 300 Yard Sticks.

FRIDAY, FEB. 27, EVENING
Marston’s Fuji Drive, High School Circus in Big Time Acts, Street Parade pre
ceding: Radio, Dancing. Gifts—100 packages Tudor Tea, 50 bags Worces
ter Salt, 100 bars Pear’s Soap, 25 packages Quimby’s Tea and Coffee, 25
fancy boxes of Armour's Soap, two Tickets to each local Theatre and four
Flashes.

SATURDAY, FEB. 28, AFTERNOON
Big Children’s Day Special—Marsh’s Orchestra. Special Radio Concert, Acts
from Schools. Gifts—250 boxes Schraft’s Chocolates, 100 packages Deep
Sea Fish, 1000 Can Banks, 500 Yaid Sticks, two Tickets to each Theatre,
four Flashes.

SATURDAY, FEB. 28, EVENING
Marsh’s Full Orchestra in Grand Closing Carnival with Feature Evening of
Old-time Music, Knox County’s Best Talent in costume singing the old-time
and modern songs. Community to sing chorus. Gifts—Grand cleanup of
everything, in addition to the biggest Flashes of the week. This will be the
Banner Gift Night.

MONDAY, MARCH 2
Red Letter Ball, auspices of Fuller-Cobb-Davis Crowd, Novelty and Prize
Dances, Grindle’s Famous Society’s Orchestra, Refreshments de luxe.

Page Four
HOW TO SOLVE A CROSS WORD FUZZLE
When the correct letters are placed la the white spaces this pasala
Will spell words both vertically and horlsontally. The first letter in each
word Is Indicated by a number, which refers to the definition listed
below the puszle.
Thus No. 1 under the column headed ;'horlsontal**
defines a word which will fill the white spaces up to the first black
sqnare to the right, and a number under “vertical” defines » word which
will fill the white squares to the next black one below. No letters go In
the black spaces. All words used are dictionary words, except proper
names. Abbreviations, slang, Initials, technical terms and obsolete forms
are indicated in the definitions.

CROSS-WORD PUZZLE No. 29

lb

to’the observance of "Washington’s
Birthday.
“The DeviPs Cargo” a Victor Flem
ing production, has been substituted
for “Coming Through” at the Star
Theatre tonight. This is the first of
■ the Second Fajnous Forty pictures
t to be shown here. It is a powerful
story of the romantic gold rush days
of California, a story of a girl and a
man swept out to sea in a boat with
a.human cargo that is literally "the
scum of the earth.” Victor Fleming
is the producer of “Empty Hands,”
“Code of the Sea” and other hits. In
Feel fine! this Wallace Beery of “Robin Hood”
Let “Cascarets” and ‘‘Sea Hawk” fame has the great
__ clean your bow- est role of his brilliant career.

"Cascarets" 10c
if Constipated,
Dizzy, Bilious

3

/

Z2r

Every-Other-Day
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WARREN
No griping ot
The basketball boys played tho
overacting. Milion9 of men Bristol team at Bristol on Friday. A
women, and game will be played with the second
=s\
children take team cf Rockland High School Feb.
&. <=='
this harmless 24. at Warren.
Miss Baker, a former assistant
—
laxative-

ODD FELLOWS' HOME

Judge Miller Chairman of
Committee Which Has
Just Accepted $100,000
Gift.
Grand Master George A. Ellingwood of the Grand Lodge of Maine,
1. O. O. F., today announced that the
organization had become trustee of a
fund of $100,000. which by the terms
of the contract will eventually become
the property of the Grand Lodge as
a part of the Odd Fellows Home
Fund.
This generous donation was made
by Fred E. Briggs, formerly of Port
land. and now of Jacksonville, Fla.
He is still a member of Harmony
Ledge. No. 19. of Portland, and is
regarded by the Grand Master as “a
pleasing evidence of his interest in his
native State and the Order, and a
significant endorsement of" the pur
pose for which our Home Fund was
established."
The trusteeship was offered to the
Grand Lodge at its last session, and
the matter was referred to a special
committee compceed of three promi
nent Maine attorneys—Frank B. Mil
ler of Rockland and Charles O. Small
of Madison, past grand representa
tives; and Willis E. Parsons of DoverFoxcroft, grand representative. This
committee made a careful and ex
tended examination of the terms and
conditions of the contract and se
cured such additions and modifica
tions as seemed necessary. It is au
thorized to act in connection with
the grand officers In the execution of
the contract. Under the terms a
stock certificate in the Home Build
ing and Loan Company for $100,000
Is made payable to the Grand Lodge
of Maine, and has been deposited with
a Portland banking concern.
Thirteen years ago a 10-arre lot
was presented to the Grand Lodge
by the Odd Fellows of Auburn, as the
site for the Odd Fellows’ Home. In
clusive of the gift just accepted the
Grand Lodge has approximately
$250,000 in Its fund, and the ambition
of the Grand Lodge is much nearer
tu being realized.

• MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

A Richness of Flavor
recommends

Eastern Standard Time

n

SALADA

Beoa

to every discriminating' tea
drinker. Its freshnessandpurity are a constant delight.t. Tr
Try it.

t

’ Trains Leave Rockland for
• Augusta. A1700a. m„ IT 30 a in., tl 10p.m.'
Bangor, A17 00m . t".3Oa.ni . |l 10 p.m.
Boston. A171X1 a nr.t7.30a ir . tllOp ni.
Brunswick, A §7.00 a.ni., |7.30a.ra.. tl lOp.ra.,
|5.30 p. m.
„
.....
I Lewiston. A 57.00 a. in., $7.30a. in., tl-10 p. ut.
1 New York. tl.lOp. in.
Portland, A57.00 a. m., t7.30a.ui., 11.10 p.w.,
15.30 p. nt.
I Waterville. AS7 110.i.m , t7.30a m.. tl 10p.m.
I Woolivlch. Aj7.00n.m., t7 30a.m. tl.’l'p.n..
$5.30 p. m.
| t Daily, except bunday.
A Passengers provide own terriagc Bath to \V out’
wich.
1 D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS.
9-28 24 V. P. K Gen'l Mgr. Gcn’l Passenger Agt,

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.
The direct route between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA
VEN, STONINGTON AND SWAN'S
ISLAND
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to change without notice)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. WEDNESDAY, OCT.
8. 1924.

It doesn’t sicken you like ! teacher in Warren High School, visited the school on Thursday. The stu
Leaves Swan’s Bland daily except Sundays
dents were glad to welcome her.
The High-Priced Chocolates at 5.30 AM., for Ktonliiglon, North Haven,
The World Wide Guild met Friday
Vinalh.iven and Rockland.
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.
evening with Mrs. H. M. Purrington
in the Low-Priced Box”
for Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington and
at the parsonage. This meeting as
Swan's Island
sumed the guise of a birthday party
WALDOBORO
B. n. STINSON.
General Agent.
in honor of Mrs. Boyd Caler. one of
Rockland, Maine, Oct 6, 1924.
the
counselors,
who
have
been
so
Thaddeus Orne ot Boothbay was
great a help to the members < f this
in town Wednesday.
30
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Thompson order. A most attractive birthday
have been visiting relatives in Rock cake was made and presented by Mrs.
GOLD STRIPE
H. M. Purrington and a birthday gift
of nose or throat is made
land.
presented by Miss Mildred Stetson
36
more endurable, some
Miss Lettie Simmons, who has been in behalf of those present.
CHOCOLATES
at E. A. Glidden’s for several weeks,
times greatly benefited by
The members of the Baptist choir
has returned to Friendship.
applying Vicks up nos
were entertained by the ladies of the
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Duane have Circle at their Thursday evening sup
trils. Also melt some
returned from an extended visit in per.
and inhale the vapors.
Massachusetts.
On Sunday morning Rev. H. M.
'Roy Alack has returned from the Purrington. pastor of the Baptist
West.
z
church will deliver the second in the
Paul Palmer of Xobleboro has been series of sermons on the Beatitudes
) by Western Newspaper Union.)
the guest of his aunt, Mrs Henry P. “The Pure In Heart.’’ “Friendliness
Horizontal.
Vertical.
Mason.
Shown By the Industrial Missions”
apo ub
1— That which can be frozen
1—Makes terms of surrender
folr. and Mra. C. B. Stahl and Miss is the topic for the Y. P. S. C. E
Otwr 17 Million Jan UmJ Yaarlf
2— European river
b—Single
Betty
Stahl
left
Tuesday
for
Portmeeting at 6 o’clock Sunday. The
10—Self
3— Opening admitting liquids
i
tvhere they will remain, a subject for the 7 o’clock meeting is
4— One who abstains frorft tntoxl- I**1-’
IS—Negative
Albert R. Clark, a former resident
month.
#
’Every* Day Supply.” The chorus
eating drinks
14— Projecting ridge or shelf
of Vinalhaven, died at Bethel. Vt.
Albert Benner has been at home choir will lead the singing.
15— Belonging to
6— Preparation nnd enactment of
Feb. 13. at the age of 65 years. He j
laws
lO-Southern state (abbr.)
from Worcester. Mass., this week.
Ellis Spear, Jr., of Newton Centre,
was the son of the late John and j
fi—One who acts for another
17—English for having dined
.Miss Edwina Hussey of Damaris Mass., is spending a few days in
Sarah Clark of this town.
i
7— Preposition
J 8— Preposition
cotta has been the guest of Miss town.
There was a large attendance at
10—Exist
8— That which assures a safe pas
I Helen Oliver.
Mrs. Maynard Brennan of Rock
sage (two words}*
20—Muse of lyric and amatory
We give regularly until
the Union church society meeting,
The Star Club met Wednesday land was the guest of her parents,
13—Implement for rowing
poetry
held at the vestry last Tuesday even- j
15—Japanese sash
22—Member of school of philosophy
with M’ s. Grace Duffy. Next week’s Mr. and Mrse. Melborne Spear. Thurs
further notice 20 PER
ing and it was voted to ask Albert
21—In or after the style of
founded by Zeno
meeting will be held with Mrs. Mary day.
Henderson of Greenville. R. I., to ac
23—Combining form meaning egg
24—South American ruminant
CENT
OFF the marked
Wade.
Miss Edna Boggs, wll recently
cept a call as pastor. Mr. Henderson
25— Recline
27—Heavler-than-alr flying machine
Capt.
and
Mrs.
Willard
Wallace
of
underwent
a
surgical
operation
at
SOUTH THOMASTON has filled the pulpit twice and the j
SO—Three-toed sloth
26— New Zealand aborigine
selling price on every
Take two tablets
Bremen have been recent guests of St. Barnabas Hospital. Portland, was
28—Polson
81— Boy’s nickname
many who heard him think he will he
every
three
hours
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morse.
able to leave there last Saturday and
20—Single
82— Tellurium (abbr.)
article
in our store, includ
Miss Katheryn Gillchrest of Thom the right man fcr tho place, as both (
33—North Western state (abbr.)
37—Wide street fabbr.)
until three doses
Mrs Elizabeth Cameron of Booth- Is now convalescing at the home of aston called on friends and relatives he and his wife are much interested
94—Exist
30—Symbol for iron (chem.)
are taken.
The j ing Stoves.
bay Harbor is the guest of her sister, her brother. Edwin Boggs. Portland in town Sunday.
in church work, especially with the
35— Anlmnl fat
Mrs. E. A. Glidden.
■ Emerson Herrick is the guest of
first dose always
Harry L. B. Smith is much im young people.
36— Diphthong
Howard Norwood of Warren was in his aunt. Mrs. Iida Russell.
gives relief. The
proved. Further medical attention
The solution will appear la
87—Part of verb “to be"
The senior Christian Endeavor,will I
town Tuesday.
Benjamin Walter, aged 85 years, disclosed the fact that his trouble conduct the evening service at Union '
next issue.
second anil third
38—What an Hengllnhmnn would
call an ’orse’s foot
Mis. Helen Winchenbach of South died Tuesday.
doses completely
was a dislocated hip joint. After church Sunday. A fine musical pro- |
40—Surrounding condition
Waldoboro has been visiting her
Rev. C. D. Paul, pastor of the Conr J this waB put ln place ho improved gram is being arranged.
break up the cold.
gregational
church,
will
speak
on
daughter, Mrs. Herbert Oldis this
rapidly, but is yet lame to some ex
Pleasant anil safe
Mr. and Mrs. A. U. Patterson are
“Our Invisible Allies." hi the even- tent.
week.
L. MARCUS
spending the weekend with their!
to take. Contains
ing
stereopticon
slides
on
“
Beautiful
The Missionary Committee of the
Harvey Crowley and Fred Luscomb daughter, Mrs. Charles Schofield, in
no quinine or opi
condition. Ernest Munro went back Christian Endeavor Society held a Foo Chow" will be given. Mr. Paul
313-319
MAIN
ST.
TEL. 745-J
have bought an engine and saw and Rockland.
Solution of Puzzle No. 28.
ates. Millions use
lr.to West Palm Beach with them, very entertaining Valentine party in returned Thursday evening front Ban180-tf
'.|fire doing a rushing business sawing
O.
V.
Drew
returned
Wednesday
.
“Pape’s Cold Com
and looked around, and after com the church vestry Friday evening. gor where he has been in attendance
F U
firewood for everyone.
from
a
business
trip
to
Portland.
pound.” Price,
ing back to Lake Worth they bid us 1 Twenty-eight were present, many of at the annual convocation week nt
Mrs. Horae? Clark entertained ten
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McDonald of] thirty-five cents,
E S
Druggists guargood bye and left for Miami. The them invited guests. The affair was Bangor Theological Seminary.
ladies Tuesday afternoon and evening Rockland are spending a few’ days in I ■ntee it.
next evening about 10 we had an in charge of Miss Frances Hassner
Mrs. K. J. Overlock is staying with at a rug bee.
E
town.
other visit from them. They stayed assisted by Mrs. Osa Welt. Mrs. Ray Mrs. A. P. Gray since the lattlr fell
STATE OF MAINE
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sleeper have
The annual installation of the offl- ;
about an hour, leaving for St. mond Hassner and Miss Evelyn and fractured her arm Friday.of last
returned to Rockland after an ex cers of Atlantic Ilo>al Arch < hapttr * T(>'the Honorable Justice.of the Supreme
All the Latest Song Hits
Petersburg over the new Connors Welt. Trombone and piano selec week.
tended visit with his parents Mr. and was held at Masonic hall Thursday Judicial Court, next to be held at Rockland,
highway. 231 miles directElla Thud, who has been out of Mrs. C. L. Sleeper.
tions were given by Miss Benner and
evening.
Past
High
Priest
L.
E.
VV11- within and for said County of Knox, on the
TlEjlwPlE
I am expecting a visit from Guy Mrs. Clark. Games were played and town for two months, returned Mon
assisted fl*Kadierim‘5 Af S heer. «»f said Rockland,
i The little girls’ sewing club was uan« " aS insta,linff
Dimick. He is going to Miami, then a bullet lunch served.
day for a short stay.
•rntrrtained by M irion Watts last by Past High Priest O. C. Lane as: , respectfully represents and gives this H«»nSOEiT
Specials
to St. Petersburg on a motor trip
The picture for tonight in Glov iSaturday. They voted to name their Grand Captain of the Host, and C. S. ,
Mrs. Rose Clark entertained the
L’piift to t* torormed that she was
O I iD
lover the Military trail. The weather Whiz Club Thursday evening The er Hall is Jack Hoxie in “Barbed
lawfully "married
to ixhus
Louis avneer
Scheer on
on tne
the
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. oi
lawiujiy
married to
rlub "The Hapiiy Hours Sewing 1Libby as
Grand t httplaln. The offl„,y
x„„nilK,r ,VJ7. H,
has been perfect and swimming ex eight members present had one of Wire." nnd the usual two-reel com
R A 1 S A S 11 . cellent.
I'-lub."
p
cets ate as follows:* High priest, LI Maine; that aiihaequeat to their .aid narThe whole family goes in, tlie jplliest times of the winter." A edy picture. Next week, oh, boy,
Mrs. L. G. Coombs and son Harold B. Dyer; king. George Straehan: I
they lived together as huahand and
H
A N O P L Y OI and we are all burned up with the dainty lunch was served at midnight. the picture you've been waiting for, were .in town Monday calling on coviUo
. i .;is,i
Portland until the month of
scribe. xi
M. I. bmith: chaplain.
Edgar "he at said lbal
}„.,r |ibt,!ant ha,
sun. My shoulders are so sore to A feature of the table decorations James Oliver Curwood’s “Gold Mad
friends. Mr. Coombs ihanged the Bradstreet; treasurer, W. F. Byford; conducted ht*p>vlf toward her said huslwnd
E ML M 1 N A T 1 a Ni night I can hardly write and the
.MUSIC DEPARTMENT
ness,"
from
the
story
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The
Man
i were very realistic shaded pink popelectric wiring in the Grange hall secretary. F. L. Roberts; captain of a* * faithful, true and affectionate wife;
others are just the same.
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remarkably interesting meetings dur ployment In Waldoboro, has returned with Mrs. Belle Allen.
VV. Sanborn; sentinel, A. L. Pierce. tion continued for three consecutive years
Those Three Maine Cars refinery Plantation of the Chicago ing the past week. The “Open Date" home.
Attorney and Counselor at
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Look Good To Him Down miles south of the Dixie Highway Mary C. Hovey. Fifteen members
Wednesday night 40 members of banquet to Chapter members and lant. and cannot be ascertained by reasonable
at home with her parents, Mr. and
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE
are the drainage canal and locks. A
ar.d guests were present. Miss Lu- Mrs. J. If. Barnes.
Wessaweskeag Grange met at their ladies. All members of -Moses Web diligence
In Florida.
terrific volume of water a>mc» from
Wherefore,•-your MbelFant pram's that the Telepsones—Office 468; House 693-R
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canal continuously. There arc also
W. A. JOHNSTON. RE0. PHO.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
grees were conferred upon Mrs. Mary hall to which the public was invited. divorce and as In duty bound will ever pray.
The one-act comedy “Mary Ann”
I have been receiving a Courier- lots of other nice drives out to the was given in the commodious par- weeks with Arthur Harrington and Young. Mrs. ante Fullerton, and
Dateil at said Rocklan<l, this nineteenth JOHNSTON’S DRUG ST0E1
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Music
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’
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”
day of February, 1925.
Gazette once in awhile. Service is pineapple aud banana groves. There
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
k)rs. which make an excellent set
Ambrose Peterson has returned
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account of freeze and washouts ter here. 1 also wish that some of Margaret, her daughter. Ina A. moved from the Black ,<• Gay Co
(Weal)
finished
in
thf
usual
manner,
with
Smith:
Mrs.
Tryphena
Larkin,
who
Auxiliary.
farm to South Thomaston
through Georgia, trains being 24 the soreheads who want to delay
Mrs.
V.'.
Y.
Fossett
was
In
Rockland
;
Ksox
.
ss
STATE
®
|f
MAI:'E
wall
board.
This
is
a
much
needed
Victor and Morris Dennison are
improvement and it is to be hoped Thursday.
Clerk’s Office. Supreme Judicial Court, in
ARTHUR L ORNE
sawing wood in St. George.
Vacation
The new band, which was organized
Miss Marie Allard spent Monday that every person who has time will
Rockland. Feb 2«. A P 1925
help
the
good
work
progress.
The
by Owen Roberts, is. doing great
Insurance
with Mrs. J. H, Barnes.
•Upon the foregoing Libel, Ordered, That
Fred Jordan and family spent Sun lecturer. Mrs. Blanche Graves, will work under thoir instructor. W. Adcl- the Libellant give notice to «aid Louis Scheer
Successor to A. J. Craklno & Co.
present
the
following
program
next
bert
Smith
The
first
meetinir
was
to
appear
before
our
Supreme
Judicial
Court,
but was nevertheless important. The day with Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Den
letter from friends at home telling . the past.
or ion.
$ A.
i?
,o
Rockland, within and for the
Wednesday: Quotations from Long hold
he i Nov 2G. 1924. anil they have <-0„ntJ.
Knox, off the First Tuvsilay of 417 MAIN .. .................... ROCKLAND
them what I had written in The, Hoping you are getting better situations were intensely funny and nison.
Ten playmates and their parents fellow; piano solo, Mrs. Hooper; vo hold weekly meetings since. After April A It 1925, by publishing on Hitestmt
Courier-Gazette, and I had to dig weather and lots ot business and if hfghly appreciated by (lie audience.
cal duet, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Water the season's practice thev expect to "’’I’
s,;<1
■t'1’ ltlls
thereon,
out the paper and let him read it. ! Maine folks would boost Maine the At the end of the program, Mrs. met nt the home of Marie E. Allard
fnrni.u
r, . ..
i . ..
I thf™ weeks successively in the Cnurier-GaNot Medicine, Not Osteopathy
served
1 Httlsic for Memorial Day. Dr. , gette. a newspaper prluted in ltis-klnnd in
He w’as very much pleased. Mr. and same as Florida folks boost their ,
seixed
lobster newburg last Saturday to celebrate her fourth man; story, Helm Ra< kliff; vocal
solo.
Mrs.
Edna
Rackliff;
character
w. F. Lyford is much interested In our County of Knox, the last publication to C. M. WHEELER, D.C Ph.C
Mrs. Powell like the climate very I state we would triple Maine’s busi-, Mr-M- Tliurlow a harlequin ices, angel birthday, all having a fine time.
band and has been of much as,l,lr,T <U5’
k*5t prll’r ,n ”ld flr"
much and wish they had come years i ness. The governor is right. Help fake, sponge flrops and coffee. She She had three birthday cakes with eong. Alfred Young. Afbert Davis the
x.
-.u
.
Tuesday of April next, that he mav tlwre
topic. “Which invention has helped aiBi.nr.
Chiropractor
was assisted by Mrs. Eugenia Waltz, other cakes and ice cream.
Dan Munro.
slstance to the boys. The members and then In'our said court appear and show
before to share in the profits of him.
the
farmer
most,
and
in
what
way?'
400 Main Street, - - • Rockland
are
Cornets.
Kenneth
Raymond,
Calcause,
if
any
he
have,
why
the
prayer
of
Mrs.
Ina
Smith
and
Mrs.
Ida
Stahl,
1418
I-ake
Ave.,
Lake
Worth.
Florthose quick land deals. I called on
Gradual* Palmer Seheel ef Chlraeraetle
Discussion opened by E. A. Rowell. vin Vlnal. Veil Holmstrom, Georfrc ’ai''
!*ou,,(l "?l
‘'ra”,t'1',.I.v..
During the lunch, quotations from
them Sunday and found Mr. and, Ida, Feb. 9.
Office Hourt;
ROCKVILLE
S. A. Rackliff and Harry Waterman Bunker, Scott Mills, Htewart Davis,
Justice
of
die
Supreme
Judicial
"court
Lincoln
were
read.
Mrs.
Ella
White
Meadeye,
Wedneedaye, Friday!, 10-12: 2-l|
Mrs. Guy Lermond and Mr. and Mrs.
It looks like an early spring and followed by every member. There Donald Johnson,.K^ith Carver, Henry < A true copy of tlie Libel and Order of the
7-a. Tueedaye, Thuredaye. 10-12: 2-0;
Entertained
the
Club
at
the
regular
Levi Copeland of Thomaston spend
Saturdays, 10-12. Tel. 080
L1BERTY
Anderson, Carl Burgess; clarinets,
Tuesday meeting.
Mrs. Emma T. Otto man says that the large smelts will be degree work also.
ing the day. When we pulled up
have all left the brooks which is an
U. G. Calderwood who Is now liv Alfred Hall, Kneelatid Sawyer, Le- j 53829.
MILTON
M.
OHlFFfN.
Clerk
Potter
contributed
the
paper
of
the
with our car it did look good to see
Fred Jones has sold his interest in
infaliible sign. None have seen rob ing in Camden, was in town Wcdnes toy Ames, Carol. Burns..Max White,
afternoon on "Jlliteracy In Maine.”
DR. T. L. McBEATH
three Maine cars all in a row- Mrs. the mill to Simon Turner.
.
Estate of Newton H. Perry
ins here yet. Rockland is ahead of day on business. Mr. Calderwood has Tolvo Holstrom. Clyde tircutt, Lester
In
connection
with
her
paper
Mrs.
Powell is an aunt to Mr. Lermond.
NOTICE
Will Leighcr is hauling lumber to
us there. The brooks are open and sold his farm to a Camden man who Dyer. Vernard Warren. Hugh Dyer;
Osteopathic
Physician
The
subscriber
hereby
gives
notice
that
Potter read “The 'Report of the the snow most all gone. Roads are
We also had another surprise. We his mill.
will move his family here this week. trombones, Kilton Smith, Emil Mat- on February 11. 1925 lie was duly appointed
•
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Commissioner
on
Education,
Dr.
Au

received a letter from Nilo Spear
quite
bare,
no
sledding
on
our
main
administrator
of
the
estate
of
Newton
H.
William Cole, who went to Cali
Mrs. Charles Bradbury fell Wed son, Sewel Davis, George Swears.
Telephone 136
gustus O. Thomas. Mrs. Ix»vell read road but plenty of automobiles and
from Philadelphia and just got fornia, is coming home.
late of Rockland in die County of
nesday, suffering quit* severe in Alden Miller, Earl Calder, Kenneth Perry,
36 UNION ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
Knox, deceased, and on this date was ipial
an
interesting
article
on
“
The
Ihtbthrough reading it when in he came
James Overlock and Everett Overtrucks, and quite a lot of teaming juries. Dr. Bartlett was called.
Graohata of American School ot
Ames; piccolo, Vernon Hamblen; al Itted to nil said trust by giving bund as tho
making the trip in record time, as
callod on friends in Washington lic School Question in America." with horse and wagon.
Osteopathy
Master Allard Pierce is quite ill tos, Walter Lyford, Jr„ Neil Calder law directs
The members present were Mesdames
he left on the Monday night boat gunday
All
persons
lmving
demands
against
the
Mr. and Mrs. O. W. Carroll did not with the prevailing epidemic and is wood, William L Webster, Fletcher
estate, are desired to present the same for
Hovey,
Benner.
Potter,
Viles.
Smith,
and arrived1 here the following Mon
The autos are getting out from
remain long in El Paso, Texas. They being attended by Dr. Frohock,
Brown, Malcolm Winslow, Andrew settlement, and all indebted thereto arc re
day about 10 a. m. Mr. Kissette of Rockland. Augusta and other places Lovell, Kuhn, Ashley, Mayo and are now located in Hot Springs, New
Church program for Sunday will Gilchrest; saxophones. Fred Chilles. quired to make payment immediately to
the Rockland Garage crew was with which reminds one that spring is White. The meeting of next week Mexico.
LEROV I) I-ERRV,
be a sermon at 10.30 by the pastor. Alton Nelson, Bruce Grindle, Everett
Rockland. Maine.
him. Both looked in the pink of near.
will be held with Mrs. Maude C. Gay
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
Mrs. J. Archer Millett of Rockland “The Call of the Waters,” followed Billings, Harold Arey, Edwin Mad __ February 11, 1925.
Feb. 14-21-28
Mr. Turner and George Turner are when ihe afternoon will be devoted was the guest of Mrs. Kirkpatrick by Sabbath school with Mrs. Lottie dox, Ous Saranto; basses, Louie
The Fentoue Sheet Muila you tea adver
Estate of Elvira A. Coombs
tised la all the leedlne maaazlaee.
Thursday.
repairing their mill.
f^rowKy, superintendent, in charge. Merrithew. Byley Lyford, John Nich
NOTICE
Over
220
eeleetltne—eenO
far
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
Mrs. G. A. Ames visited in Rock The evening service will be of a pa ols; baritone, Clinton Dalzell; drums,
eataleaut
20, 1925 lie wsb duly appointed ad
land Wednesday and Thursday.
triotic nature with school children Homer Gray, bass drum; Herbert January
SPENCER D. BEATON
ministrator of the estate of Elvira A. Coombs
MAINE MU8IC CO., Rockland, Me.
Leroy dark and family have participating. Sermon subject “Rough Cassie, snare drum.
late of Rockland In the County of Knox, de
ceased.
and
on
this
date
was
qualified
to
moved to South Hope where lie has pn War Bats’’ with Mrs. Lulu Alim
Funeral services were held Mon
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Ednie have
said trust by giving bond aa tlie law di
employment.
and Mrs. Ella Watts in charge of the returned from Freeport where they fill
day afternoon for Spencer D. Beaton,
rects.
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Charles Porter, who has been in music.
All
Persian having demands against the
son of the late Angus W. and Emma
were guests of their daughter, Mrs.
estate, are desired to present the same for
Silsliy Hospital all winter, is still
Office Heart: I te 3 aad 7 ta 0 P. M.
M. Beaton. The deceased was bu: 23
Everett MeKenon.
settlement, and all Indebted thereto arc re
very feeble.
years
old. and bis fatal illness
Fernald Ames returned Tuesday quired to make payment immediately to me rteeldenae until 9 A. M. and by Aaaalataaa*
To Prevent Coughs, Colds showed its first sympiants less ‘hail Get Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets Mrs. Kate McLaughlin who has
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
or to Frank B. Miller of Rockland', mv le
Whereas, Isaac W. Stinson by his mort front a business trip to Lewiston.
gally appolhtod Agent for Maine
Tnleaheae 164
been boarding with Mrs. Sydney gage
and Serious Illness Take a year ago. He was c lucated in the
Mrs. Blanche Hamilton entertained
deed da-ted June 6. 1919. and recorded
WILLIAM 8 COOMBS.
THOMASTON. ME.
That is the joyful cry of thousands Farrington the past year has gone in Knox Registry of Deeds, Book 180, page the Owls at her homo Tuesday even
Rockland public schools ar. I was a
Worcester.
Mass.
Father John’s Medicine.
conveyed to Security Trust Company a ing. Lunch was served.
Feb- 2, 1$25.
Feb. 7-14-21
member of tlie class of 1921 up to a since Or. Edwards produced Olive to Rockland where she will spend 431.
certain pared of real estate situated m
the remainder of the winter.
Batata of Leslie A. Howard
short time prior to graduation when Tablets, the substitute for calomel.
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Ranlett. Jr.,
Owl
’
s
Head,
formerly
South
Thomaston,
in
If you want to keep well, you must — — - —
Ur. Edwards, a practicing physician
NOTICE
Mrs. Abbie Kirkpatrick is slowly the County of Knox and State of Maine and of Rockland, who have been spend
In this
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
make certain that your system is venture he waH successful, t, ut the for 17 years and calomel’s old-time cbnvalescing from a severe illness bounded and described as follows:
ing
a
few
days
In
town,
guests
of
February
5,
,1925
he
was duly appointed adiBeginmlng at the northeast corner of the
strong enough to ward off colds and arduous labor proved too much for a enemy, discovered tlie formula for Olive and Is glad to receive friendly calls.
106 PLEASANT STREET
nmtstrator of tlie estate of Leslie A. Howirelatives, returned home Friday.
Dyer
lot,
formerly
the
Bridges
lot.;
thence
other winter illnesses.
ard. late of Warren in the Countv of Ktiox,
frail physique and he sought lighter Tablets while treating patients for
north three and one-half degrees west, sev
News was recently received of the deceased,
and on this date was qualified tii
chronic constipation and torpid livers.
Colds attack only
en
ty-flvo
(75)
feet
on
the
west
line
of
the
PLUMBING HEATING
work.
death of Elizabeth Fowler W41kens, All said trust by giving bond as the law di
Dr. Edwards’ Oiive Tablets do not
road to land of Leister Snow; thence south
those who arc in a
rects
As manager of the A. & P. store contain calomel, but a healing, soothing
'
TEL. 244-W
seventy and one half degrees we*M one hun which occurred Jan. 14 at Rose Cot
run down, weakened
All
persons
.having
demands
against
the
at the Northend, corner Warren and vegetable laxative.
dred and seventy-five (175) feet to the land tage. Ellon, Scotland. She is sur estate, are dfeired to present the same for
condition.
If you
117-tf
formerly
of
Ebenezer
A
tcv
:
thence
south
Main streets, ho developed a satis
vived bjr her husband, John Wllkens settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re
No griping is the “keynote” of these
twenty-six degrees East on said Arey lino,
keep your power of,
quired to make payment immediately to
fying business which he was com little sugar-coated, olive-colored tab
and
they
were
former
residents
of
sixty feet (60 ft.) to the said Dyer lot;
resistance high by;
CHARLES It MAGEE
pelled to leave because of ill health. lets. They cause the bowels and liver to
thence north seventy-eight (78) and one- this town, having bought the Leaf
A. C. MOORE
„
,
Rockland, Maine.
taking a food tonic
half (M») degrees east one hundred and fifty estate at East Boston where they
He bad been confined to his home act normally. They never force them
February/ 5. 1925
Feb. 7-14-21
five feet io the first named bound, contain
such as
Father
since October. In a business way to unnatural action.
mado' their home.
NOTICE—The co-partncrshq) of the 1. L
Piano Tuner
ing 105.30 square feei more or less
John’s Medicine,
Snow & Company has been dissolved In mu
the deceased won universal respect
And Mliereas, tlic condition of said mort
1 f you have a “ dark brown mouth”—
you can feci sure
tual
consent. The property, good wilt and
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.
gage has been broken.
by his industry and ambition, and bad breath—a dull, tired feeling—sick
Where public sentiment is strong equipment
lias been taken over by I. L
Now Therefore, by reason of the breach of
that you will not be
socially he built a large circle 6f headache—torpid liver—constipation,
the condition thereof, It claims a foreclosure for Prohibition it is an easy matter Snow Co. and will be carried off by that
subject to colds.
concern.
All
debts due and all accounts
friends who mourn with the be-^•you'll find quick, sure and pleasant re
to
have
the
laws
enforced
and
drunkof said mortgage.
Start taking this pure food tone t >will lie assumed by the I. L. Snow
L-R. CAMPBELL
Dated' at Rockland, Maine, February netss suppressed, and an intoxicated payable
sults from one or two of Dr. Edwards'
Co. (Signed)
day. Our special scientific process reaved family which consists in ad-?
19. 1925.
person is a rare iielng.—J. R. Moore,
Olive Tablets at bedtime.
RICHARD K SNOW,
gives this old-fashioned food medI’.‘ne dition to the mother, of four sisters
'SECURITY TRUST COMAPNY’
Attorney At Law
Thousands take them every night just
ISRAEL SNOW,
treasurer Alexander Manufacturing
by Elmer C. Davis,
unequalled value as a body builder. Marietta, Margaret B., Harriet E., to keep right,
• $oc.
Active Co-partners.
'fry
them.
15c
and
I
Co.
'
23S29.
Treasurer.
and Maudie C.
Rockland, Feb. 2, 1925.
17-8-23
875 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND. ME.
59 years in use.
zo

cathartic.

9

{dlls, oils, calomel and salts. Tastes
nice—acts wonderful. 10c, 25c and
50c boxes—any drugstore.

loWgEY’S

ATARRH

VICKS
WV

R

20 PER CENT

Break a Cold Right Up with
“Pape’s Cold Compound”

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

□

□

SHEET MUSIC

□ asa

20c and 25c

15 Cents
V. F. Studley Inc.

Q

SHEET MUSIC 15c "

ENSURE YOUR
GOOD HEALTH

COMMUNITY
FAIR

CIRCUS NIGHT
FRIDAY

Every-Other-Day

AT THE STATE CAPITOL

“My Fee is 25c”
If you were examined physically,
your trouble diagnosed aa a Grippy
Cold. Bronchial Cold, Sore Throat,
Cramps or Chills, a prescription
written and the announcement made
“my fee is 25 cents," you would
wonder if you had heard aright.

*Next Week Is the Big Week With Fisheries Committee—\
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More Bills Go Into the Hopper.

Augusta, Feb. 20—Thousands of haven, Miilbridge, Rockland. Port
signatures are said to have been Clyde, Jonesport and Swan's Island
procured already to petitions against will be present at the hearlnr be
the change from the three-headed fore the Sea and Shore Fisheries
Sea and Shore Fisheries Commis Committee
to
protest
against
sion to a one-man commission, change in the Sea and Shore Fish
which obtained prior to 1917, to eries Commission from three to one,
petitions against the nine-inch lob and against the proposed change of
ster law for York and Cumberland the lobster measurement ln Cumber
counties and the retention of the land and York Counties.
• • • •
present 10-inch lobster law, and to
petitions against any increase in the
A bill prohibiting any municipal or
gasoline tax which does not provide court Judge to become interested as
for exemptions for the fishermen.
counsel or otherwise, directly or' In
Hearings upon the bill to change directly in any cause which might
the makeup of the Sea and Shore come under the Jurisdiction of his
Fisheries Commission and the nine- court was Introduced in 'the House
inch lobster law for York and Cum by Wing of Auburn.
• * • •
berland Counties will be held before
A close time on foxes between
the Sea and Shore Fisheries Com
mittee of the Legislature Thursday March 1 and Oct. 15 Is provided in
a bill introduced by Piper of Jack
of next week.
Between now and that time pe man.
♦ * • •
titions against those two measures
An act giving to school authori
[nnd for fishermen's exemptions In
the gasoline tax will flood the Sen ties of Maine power to excuse rliil
ate and House, according to a repre dren from the public schools for a
sentative of the east coast fisher period of not more than 60 minutes
in any one week, so that they may
menThose petitions will be presented receive religious instruction was inby Senators Walk u of Knox, Clarke j t.oduced by Holman of
of Hancock and Cue of Washing- : The act further requ res t. at. the
ton, and Representatives Boman of i school authorities shall so adjust the
Vinalhaven, Moore of Oouldsboro School program t.iat no child^. oexand others in the House.
shall
be
disc,,minuted
Large delegations from Vlnal- against, in his other studies.

WITH

THE

BOWLERS

•£«f>' WffHTt
r.«. I

Stary'

City League Ends In Tie, Which Will Be Broken Tonight
—Shields High Man In Individual Standing.

The City Bowling League at the Connors ..... 76 93 31 88 78 419'
Star alleys closed Thursday night Tarr ............. 107 89 88 77 88 449
1 a tie for first place and last Sullhan ..... no 101 121 lot 84 520
place. Teams 4 and 3 meet tonight
to decide which shall have the pen
Totals ..... 461 163 456 444 434 2263
nant. The etanding:
Team No 3
Team
Won Lost P. C.
Pinfall Perry ......... 101 100 89 109 109 508
j. 4 ...1..... 6
3
.667
20,301 Howard ..... 90 71 85 82 94 422
5. 3 ......... «
3
.667
20.230 Ramquist .... 85 105 94 94 96 471
j. ! ......... 3
6
.333
20.272 Cuthhertfion 87 94 88 94 106 469
Johnson's Anodyne Liniment is for
». l ......... 3
6
.333
19.769 Shapiro ..... no 07 94 84 93 478
AK, nervous—just tired and miserable most of
internal and external use and its
Thf total pinfall Was S0.575. and the
the time? Back lame and achy, too? Rheu
leadership as the most valuable of
ventge per player was S9.52. The
Totals ..... 173 407 450 463 498 2351
all family remedies has been es
matic pains torture you at every step?
•
•
♦
•
team averages were:
tablished and maintained since the
P. C.
Strings J’ins
Team No. 4 won four Of its live
Then
sou should look to pour kidness I Colds and chills
year 1510.
1919
95.95 strings from Team No. 1 Tuesday,
Shields .......... ..... 20
fire
apt
to weaken the kidneys and allow toxic poisons
95.82
4791
Cobb ..............
50
and the result was a 60-pln victor}',
to upset blood and nerves. Then may come daily back
;&66
Perry ................... 30
95.53 with Sullivan currying off Hie honors
ache, stabbing pains, headaches, dizziness, and irregular
PAST FOUR-HUNDRED MARK
4210
93.56 for No 4 and Powers for No. 1. The
Sullivan ................ 45
4154
92.31 score:
Thomas ........
45
or painful passage of the kidney secretions.
4134
91.87
Shapiro ........ —45
Team No. 4
Don’t risk neglect. Help yoflr weakened kidneys
91.7(1 Thomas
3209
Ram<iuist ............ 35
83 92 87 86 97 445
Here Is the Complete Registraion of Rockland High Jacobs
4116
91.47 Sprague ..... 78 86 34 31 88 417
with Doan's Pills. Doan's have brought new health to
......
45
3626
90.6u Jacobs .
Phillips ............... 40
83 87 81 87 88 426
School—First To Occupy the New Building.
thousands. They should help ytJU. Ask sour neighbor I
3591
89.78
,'uthberison ....... 40
81 85 107 98 99 470
1794
89.70
Tarr ..................... 20
14)3 96 91 110 93 493
35S2
Powers ................ 40
89.55
Here is Rockland Proof:
SOPHOMORE CLASS
The new Rockland High School
89.40
3129
Stevens ............
35
Totals .
428 446 450 462 465 2251
Lcntpj
Anderson
Archie
LaCrosse
31. Oliver. It Oakland street, says: "I fell froin •
u’“w an(I
building begins Its career with a
' 4007
89.04
Connors .......
45
Team No. 1
Elizabeth Annls
He’en LaCrcvvse
strtH’k «»f tvy back. I: affected in v kidneys and rai sed my back h»
88.60 Phillips .
1329
Holt ..................... 13
registration of 407 pupils, which is •Myer Benovltch
Florence Legage
86
89 83 78 9S 434
ache terribly. Every move I made sent pr.lnftii twinges ttnnuyh
Rubier
Atwood Lcvcnaaler
2644
Sliced .................. - 30
88.13 Jfilne ....
71
86 93 85 76 411
tlic largest in the dlty's history. It Madeline
Virginia Bisbee
Olarlbel Lowe
mv back and khhteys. Mv kidneys didn’t art petfularly. tl’l er. A
3504
87.60 Peters ....
Peters .................. 40
82
70 S6 82 93 413
Kirill Ludwig
will be some time before they are Marion Blacklngton
rela-lrc adrls-d nte to trv Ibun’a IMHa, «? I r ' three bow* and
3464
86.60 Powers ...
Brewer .....
40
Clyde Beaton
94
78 107 111 90 480
William Macfelneti
all domiciled in the new structure, John Burke
3459
ii.>»ed them They rid me entirely of tho trouble
Daggett •.............. 40
86.48 Stevens .
Dorothy Maloney
91
94 100 87 8i 45.1
but an excellent beginning has been Leland Blacklngton
Randall Marehall
3862
8.5.82
Howard ............... 43
Beesle
BLukMtod
Beatrice
M
art
in
made.
Sprague ..........
45
3756
83.47
Totals
424 417, 469 443 438 2191
Kkhard Bird
Chester Mason
A noticeable feature of the regis Bradford Burgess
Milne ................... 45
3719
82.72
Robert McCarty
tration
Is
Ihe
evenness
of
the
class

Irvin Chase
KuXh Mealey
•
•
•
•
Mills of Si. A'bans introduced nu
The Norcrosa -five again found
Charles Chapin
AJrah Mean
numerically. Froslimen predom Marion
Team No.3 had a sizeable margin
Schofield's stars easy picking Tues
Clark
Donald •Merriam
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES act In the House -providing that the es
inate, as might be expected, and yet Leroy Clark
Louise Mcjtvtotih
over Team No. 2 Thursday night, and day night. Holt was high line for
law for tie exemption of the estates
Stimulant Diuretic to the Kidneys
Ktta MitoheM
by winning this game stayed In the the men chalked up the highest total
of soidlrrs, sailors and marines shall there is only one more Freshman Rose Cohen
STATE PRISON
Earle Moore
At
til
deden,
60c a box.
Foitct-Milbufn Co., Mfg. Cbemiits, Buffalo, N. Y.
than Sophomore, while between the Beulah tote
pennant race. Mulltvan and Perry for the biscuit-makers. The score:
_______ ___________
_
not apply to "states occupied by
The committee
on State Prisons will five
Kenneth Moran
A,,,1 Ua.,Ia- aIouuau thorn lu ~ tMttinS (TelglltUM
Madelyn Morey
were right In their element, the for
a public bearing In its rooms »t tlie State ! otllpr than such soldier, sailor and Junior and Senior classes there is Katherine Critcli
Sebofleid—Schofield, 303; Holt, 367;
a difference of only four. The sum Raymond Cross
Marguerite Morey
mer averaging 104 and the latter 102. Miss Pease. 287; Mrs. Norcross, 296;
.t 2 .'eta*, p. w marine or his immediate family
Ruth Crouce
Janet Nevln
mary’ is:
The score:
Mrs. O'Brien. 234; total, 1487.
on t.he following:
;
*
_ '. „
Grace Curtis
Frances Gmc
'Seniors. 88; Juniors, 1*2, Sopho Chri t’lne Curtis
Team No. 2
g P. 142: Be wive, ln favor of Lester D. |
Thursday : ft *rnoon. Feb. 26, has
Kenneth Overlook
Norcross—(Norcross, 349; O'Brien,
Clarence Cunningham Palmer Perfse
VITAMINS
Cobb .......
85 93 80 90 90 438 298; Mrs. P.ecord, 286: Mrs. Mellea
Ualn^been fixed'1> the Judiciary cornmit- mores, 113; Freshmen 114.
UNION
Margaret Cuthbertson Evelyn Perry
naggett ......... 83 92 83 85 94 437 328; Miss Flanagan. 303; total lo«4.
Through the courtesy of Alden W. WIPIani Davis
Bute Prison for maintenance and current i tee as the da'e for the healing upon
It was while experimenting with
Maurice Pitts
Pictures may come aiwl pictureu cod-liver oil to unlock the secret
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Prescription.
bocker officiating.
should be made in other ways and;
Yet you are buying a doctor’s
prescription when you buy a 25 or
50 cent bottle of Johnson's Anodyne
Liniment for tho treatment of any
of the ills above mentioned—and in
addition this wonderful old prepar
ation has a record of over 100 years
of success.
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'Hie State contingent fund should be
strictly limited and its appropriate
uses more explicitly defined. We
shall then do our best to livj within
the mandates you lay down. Other
wise the legislature may as well
disband.”

Keep the bowels open and take

BROWN’S RELIEF
on rieing and retiring.

NORWAY MEDICINE CO.

“NEXT THING TO A GOOD DOCTOR”

Ballard’s Golden Oil

4THLETIC NIGHT
THURSDAY

So far 41H my observation goes In
clubs, hotels and other public places,
drunkenness has decreased so far as
to be almost negligible.—Isaac F.
North, president American
Soda
Fountain Co.

A time-tried Family Emerg
ency .Remedy, best for Coughs.
Colds, Colic, Cramps, Croup and
all sudden attacks. A Fos to
Inflammation.
Keep it in tbs
House. Sold everywhere.

i-g.tr
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THOMASTON
The Thomaston Band held its first
rehearsal Tuesday evening.
The
younger members only were called
that a few lessons may be given
them before the whole band which
will numiier 20 or more, is called.
A numiier of experienced players
have signified their intention to join.
The rehearsal was very satisfactory.
Mrs. E. D. Daniels and niece. Miss
Helen ('ounce will go to Boston next
Thursday to remain for ten days for
the study of spring and summer mil
linery.
Miss Rose Merrifield and William
Tilden of Xedich. Mass., will arrive
today for a week's visit.
Mrs. ■Richard Swift who has been
quite ill. is better. A marked coin
cident is the sickness of the wives
of the three Swift brothers—Winn.
Richard and Fred at the same time
and from similar trouble.
A D. Davis is the possessor of a
Bible 110 years old which is in tine
condition.
Mrs. Lilia Elliot and Miss Hat+iet
Dunn motored to Portland this
morning on business.
Mrs. Teresa Sumner is able to be
out after a very severe illness of
pneumonia.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy H. Short will
hold evangelistic services in Rock
land in March.
Mrs. L. Hamilton, who has been
visiting in Winchester South Wey
mouth and Cambridge for two
months, is at home.
Mrs. Josephine Shaw, a sister to
Mrs. A. O. Keene, is very ill of pneu
monia in Boston. Mrs. Rena Andrews : mother sister is with her.
Mrs. Bertha Ames entertained the
Meeting House Hill Club Tuesday
evening.
Mrs. Mildred
Smalley
Achorn
, .
. ,
, . has
recovered from a sickness of Jaun-

Leonard Shrader has been a recent visitor in town.
IJictor Everett W. Hodgkins Is
remodelling hi» stable into offices
and rooms to lie used in his business.
Six girls from the junior depart
ment of the Congregational Sunday
school were hostesses to their par
ents and grown-up friends at a sup
per and social in the church parlor
on Friday evening. Much of the
cooking, and all of the serving and
entertaining was done by the young
ladies wiio demonstrated their ability
to carry on the social duties of the
church and town, when their elders
shall have wearied of the task. The
girls were Dorothy Brennan, Bar
bara Elliot, Evelyn Gleason. Blanche
and June Henry and Katherine
Scott.
Miss Mina Fernald is spending
a vacation of two weeks in Boston.
The Beta Alpha Club will meet
Monday evening with Mrs. E. Marie
Singer. There is charity work to be
done. Please come prepared to sew
It has been decided to build a
dam a few rods below the Mill
Brook, bridge to prevent the salt
water from coming into contact
witlt the cement work of the bridge.
Miss Margaret Young is leaving
today for Boston to spend her vacaEdward
tion with her sister, Mrs —
"

Lost and Found
LOST—*2x4 tire chains in a blue bag.

We have a lot of goods
left yet.

BARGAINS

THE

ALL

LOST—Yellow uad white collie dog, name

WE WILL GI E FIVE PER CENT OF OUR CASH SALES TO THE NEW HIGH SCHOOL EQUIP
MENT FUND ALL THROUGH COMMUNITY FAIR WEEK. And this in connection with our regular
20 Per Cent Discount Makes a Splendid Buying Opportunity. Our prices are at the lowest point con
sistent with sound merchandising at all times. This is a special week and we take pleasure in presenting

At The Brook

"Betsy.”
27-3.

PARTY

IN

Rockland Hinh

Goals
Breen, rf ....... ............ 7
Curtis, If ...................
Flanagan, If .............
I.eGage. If .............
Blackull, c .................
Griffin, sc ...............
Smith, sc ...................
Koster, rg ..............
Hodgkins, lg ..........

Fouls Pts
2
16

Expert Painting—Interior and Exterior—Paper
Hanging, Whitening

JOHN A. KARL & CO.

hUegrlty and strict application to employ
nployer'8
'Interests would be appreciated. Add res 4 y*L”
care of this office.
22^4
WANTED—Set of counter scales to
up to 50 pounds. Must be In good
lions.
BURPEE FURNITURE CO .
land

approaching visit of the famous
Bowdoin * Athletics, a wonder team
of all around athletes, boxers, wrest,ers and stunt throwers. I he team
will play in the Arcade under spe
cially attractive conditions.
.....
The Rockport pennant contenders
got tile shock of their lives last night
when beaten nil the home surface by
Poach t’lunie's team of "novices’
from
J^inealn
Academy.
Three
teams ate now tied for second place,
and as the situation now stands it
would be possible for Kockland to
win the pennant or Thomaston or
Lincoln t o tie. ‘The standing:
Won Lost
P. c.
o
Rockport High .... 5
.714
9
Kockland High .... 2
.r.tiu
Thomaston High.. 3
’.Oft
3
.500
Lincoln Academy 3
3
.200
4
Camden High ..... 1
Lincoln 18, Rockport 14
Showing a very marked improve
ment over its Earlier playing the
Lincoln Academy team last night de
feated Rockport High. apd advanced
to a tie for second place in the Knox
and Lincoln League. The first half
ended # to S In Rockport's favor, but
the visitors made an intensive drive
in the last half, and had a clear mar
gin of victory.
An amaxing play, which electrified
the crowd, was Giles' goal thrown
while he was standing in the shadow
of his own basket. Dow also made a
long throw. Fast and furious are
the stereotyped words which best de
scribe the feverish contest.
The

* ROC KL A NO

Tel. 74 5-W

DOG SHOW
THURSDAY P. M.

COMMUNITY
FAIR #

22*24

WANTED—Steady position In Rockland by
man (new resident ) 38 years old, where
litre 1nhi-

ROCKPORT

IN NEW QUARTERS

Perfection, Masury’s Railroad; Brushes; Glass;
Putty and Painting Materials. The Kyanize Store
of Rockland.

orders for
WELLMAN

WANTED—Dressmaking and
homemade
cooking.
MRS.
PIERCE. 11 Cottage St.

weljriz
condi
Rock
22tfl

WANTED—Row boat or yacht tender 9 to
12 feet
Must he first (?’.a«s condition and
cheap. JOHN O. STKV&NS. Biui.ee Furni
ture Co., Rockland.
22*»f

WANTED—Sales girl at THE LITTLE
FLOWER SHOP, Sltsbys, 399 Main St.

t

ed. iRockland excelled in naming
and defensjve work. The Commerce
forwards showed a keen eye for the
basket, but fortunately had few
clear shots.
(Hodgkins starred in the It. 11. S.
defense with Koster a sturdy helper.
Griffin ^gain proved her mettle and
with Smith and Blaekall kept the
Auburn centers on the run. Breen
was withaut doubt the particular
star of the evening, playing a very
pretty game. Curtis at right forward made her debut in a big game
and showed real basketball sense
with a rugged will to do that wrought
havoc with the opposing guard.
Smith and Smalley starred for
Commerce.
The summary:

—-

Wanted

And Rockport High Was the Surprised Party—Rockland
Girls Handsomely Trim the Auburn Lassies.
Rockland High girls battled their
way to a 16 to 12 victory over Maine
Sch°o1 S»f Commerce at the annual
Night" game at the Arcade
last night. Both teams entered the
fray sadly crippled, but the losses
affected the teams about equally and
a( nQ
was (h(> eon,est one.si(1.

I*. R. SEEKIYS, Thoiruwton. Tel
21-13

WANTED—Men to chop wood. MRS. J. W.
AVDEKSON, West Meadow Road, City. Tel.
452 1.
23*25

Three Remarkable Bargains

16
Totals ................... 7
2
Maine School of Commerce
Lincoln Academy
Goals Fouls Pts
Goals Foulsl Pts.
U
2
Smalley, lg
Baker, rt ................... 1
0
Finney, rg
Ball, rf ...... ................. 0
0
ft
Stairs, sc
Gough, If ........... ........ 1
2
4
Price.
Hoyt, c ......... . ...........
Giles, c ....................... 4
4
12
Dean'fi Orchestra Is giving a Green, If ...................
Erskine, lg .......... ..
0
«
0
Washington Birthday party in Watts
Smith, rf ...................
Dodge, rg ................... 0
0
0
■hall Monday night, with cars io
Rockland after.
Totals ..................... a
2
12
6
6
IS
Always on the lookout fo^ the very
The score—Rockland girls 16. Com
Rockport
best in pictures, Manager Prescott
merce girls 12.
Referee Wotton, Welt, rf ....................... 0
ft
0
has been able to secure for next week
scorer Trafton.
Graffam, rf ..... ............ 0
0
A
the masterpiece, James Oliver Cur• • • •
Tibbetts,
If
..........
.....
1
1
3
wood's “Gold Madness,” made from
Coach Jones lias received a very Bartlett, c ................... 2
1
the dramatic story “The Man From
satisfactory offer from the Lynn Dow. rg ....................
1
ft
Ten Strike."
Electric School basketball live to Auspluud ................
1 2
The joint installation of the of
play here next month. The coming
ficers of Arcana Lodge. K. of P. and of a crack Massachusetts team
14
Mayflower Temple, Pythian Sisters,
would mean a real event in the local
Wednesday evening was a very
basketball circles. The offer comes
Score: Lincoln Academy 18. Rock
pleasant and successful affair. One
through the efforts of Otho and port High 14.
Referee. Young of
hundred people were present, several
of them from neighboring' ’lodges
.Rp,',,rrt who are
"" i Bowdoin. Timers, Brown and Glld. den. Scorers, Crockett and Glidden.
and temples. The installing officers the Lynn quintet.
• • • *
i Time, two 8s and two 10=
were C- L. Whaley of Camden, Dis
Enthusiasts in all branches of silt- j Belfast High plays in Rockport
trict Grand Deputy and Curtis Starrett of Warren, Grand Prelate with letics have a joy-fest coming in the n(xt Friday night.
J. E. Watts of Thomaston as Grand
Master at Arms. The officers of
MR. AND MRS. OSCAR BLUNT
we are here and everything is just
Mayflower Temple were given pri
the same. Don’t you feel happy?"
ority in the installation ceremonies
and were installed by Mrs. Edith Thomaston Couple, Nearly 60 Years "Uh.” she said, "don't be so foolish.
Married. Celebrate a Birthday.
They have been talking this worldWyllie, District Deputy Grand Chief,
end .stuff sinee we were children.”
assisted by Mrs. Dora Maxey. Grand
"Yes," I said, "but don't you know
Senior, Mrs, Harriet Tillson. Grand Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
If you believe it, another year has the ln-ople are much more enlighten
Manager. Six little flower girls and
a page were very attractively ar rolled around and Mrs. Blunt had a ed now than they -were then."
rayed and with their flowers made a birthday the 12th. She ljegttn tc "Well," she said, "we must get orf
the job of getting ready for the
pretty picture. Mrs. Blanche Wilson
presided at the piano in her usual talk the first of the month, and I 12th." I said: "What is there to
efficient manner. Items of interest said: "My dear don't you know the do?" File said: "The cobwebs must
connected with the ceremonies were workl is to end the sixth of Feb come dpw'n, the stove pipe cleaned
the presentation of a string of beads ruary? No more birthdays for us,v and the rugs and carpets to see to,
to Mrs. Dora Maxey and past chan So we agreed to say nothing more and under the sink."
Well, we got ready The 12th came
cellor badges to'retiring Chancellors till after the 6th. 1 was sure there
Pryor and Ernest Gray. After the was to be nothing more. After a and a very bad day it was. The
ceremonlest refreshments were serv troubled sleep I awoke about 7 ladies got there during the day and
ed. An ochestra made up of Miss o'clock the morning of the 7th. and evening with all the good stuff to
Alcada Hall pianist. Prof. Claffey. to say I was surprised would be eat. Five of them sat down to sup
violinist and li. E. Kirkpatrick, putting it mildly. 1 iieekcd out and per with us and I wish you could
harpist, rendered selections.
The all the houses were standing, the have been here to help. Those
page and flower girls were Elizabeth prison was still there, and there was ladies were very kind and thought
We were well remembered.
Woodcock. June Henry. Jeanette a big red place In the sky where the ful.
Henry. Elizabeth Henry. Katherine sun was getting up. 1 went out in Tli<> Mrs. and myself had 6ft cards
the kitchen and made a nice coal fire and letters. She had things too
Beattie and Richard Woodcock.
to cook Eliza's coffee, and how numerous to speak of. The Re
bekahs of Rockland were more than
Ellston Luce is prepared to do all happy I was.
I went- back to our room nQd I kind in remembering us. We ap
kinds of electrical work, prompt
said: “Come, dear, hop up quick; preciated all their kind acts very
service and prices right.—adv 18-tf
much and hope their donors may
live long and be happy. Mrs. Blunt
is 84, and I shall be 83 next
Aug. 25 and if we both live until
Aug. 17 next we shall have spent 60
years of married life -together.
Then the editor will have to come
and sec us.
Those present were: Mrs. Jennie
We are getting settled in our new home, 303
Harrington, Mrs. Minnie Andrews.
Main Street, where we will be glad to welcome old
Mrs. Lutle Weston, Mrs. Hattie
Hastings, Mrs. Gertrude Studley,
friends and new.
Mrs. Alary Blinker, Mrs. Blanche
Vose, Airs. Lilia Ames and >Mrs.
With the facilities the new plant affords we are
Lizzie French. A long and happy
in a position to give service of the highest quality.
life to all of them is the wish of
Air. and Airs. Oscar Blunt.
Headquarters for Monarch Paint; Masury’s
Thomaston. Feb. 19.

303 Main Street

LOST—-Between Myrtle T»»<I Rankin streets
pair of tortoise-shell glasses. Return to MRS.
LORING, 24 Myrtle S:. Reward.
22*23
FOUND—Collie. female, black and wWle.
tan underneath; low ears. Has collar, no
name. S. S. COMfiKY. Warren. Tel. 169 25
21*23
LOST—Between E. C. Davis’ residence,
Broadway and Anglers Farm, Union, auto
number plate, 3-582. E. C. DAVES, City.
21-23

FIVE PER CENT

WEEK

THE PAYSON COMPANY

SURPRISE

V

LOST—Bctrtch Collie, female; brown with
mixed on back. nant° "Laa 'Ie.” Re
ward. B. H. NICHOLS. Union, Maine R.
F D. 2.
23*25

We want to sell them next week.
BIG

23-25

F STITM/BY. Inc. Rockland

21-23
WANTED—T wo men who are already pu

pils of I. C. 8., Alexander Hamilton, Lasalle,
or National Salesman Training Courses.
Special opportunity to men
taking these
courses. For Interview write "F ” care of
The Courier-Gazette.
21-23
WANTED—Long-haired
kittens.
State
age, color and sex
Good prices. THE
MAINE PET SHOPS, Betas!. Maine. 20-31

This handsome Velour Overstuffed Suite—Spring Seals and Back,

Finest Finish and Workmanship Throughout.

valwe: now

Regular $140.00

..................... ................................. *99.50

WANTED—Position as
housekeeper in
small family, by refined protestant woman
with girl il years old
Best of references.
Write X. Y Z . 93 Evans St., Pleasactdale,
South Portland, Me.
19*23

Here is an extra attractive value in a Solid Walnut Bedroom Suite.
All diawers are dust-proof, mahogany lined; bow-end bed, dresaer,
dressing table, chiffonier; only ............................................

$| |g QQ

WANTED—Small farm, not over 1-5 acres,
Rockland or Canulen preferred, good soil.,
buildings in good repair, price reasonable,
near car Hue. Address FARM, care Cou
rier-Gazette
16 27

For Sale
FOR bALE—A flue collection of used fur"
nkure—par’or, library, dining room and
f IranJfcr sets. At COBB & DAVLS, 562 Main
street.
23-tf

lbs. mangle beets Al*
red
Fir cattle or
poultry. Me permit J. N. FARNH.’JM. 32
Cedar St. Tel 154 12.
22**1(.
FOR SALE—15041

hri's

manunoth

long

• •FOB SA.LE—Fresh elder, made every day.
Drop a postal card and I will deliver. J.
H SIMCNTON. Ku-kMuid.____________23 tf

FOR SALE—D:\ving horse. Iiant«s< and
wagon
No reasonable offer refused. Will
sell cheap ALMN E. WALLACE, K 3 Wal
doboro.
23*25

FOR SALE—To

settle <au

batafe,

several

used upright vlanos, good condition. L. F.
4’HASE. 45 Middle street.
Tel. 665-2.

In the Dining-room Suite picture above we offer one of the greatest values ever offered by this store.
It is in the fashionable quartered golden oak, massive yet in beautiful proportion. A 60-inch buffet; 48inch table; six chairs and handsome china closet; formerly $225.00, For Community Fair week $

FOR SALE—A double cylinder 10-H poW.r
rainier Marine engine. Sold cheap If .sold at
once. Inquire at 162 NORTH MAIN street,
Rockland
23*25

J gQ

FOR SALE—Dry Hardwood fitted and In
junks.
$9 cotd not delivered, also baled
bay.
PftALNK ERICKSON. Jameson Place.
Warren Mt.. R. F 0 Box 70. Warren. Tel.
Thomaston 489-42
22*24

V. F. STUDLEY INC.
ROCKLAND,
i

ROCKPORT
Kenneth Ames, who has been
spending a week with his brother
1-eonard Ames, has returned to his
home in Vinalnaven.
F. H. Fphani of North Vassalboito
has been the guest of his sister. Mrs.
Enos E. Ingraham this week.
Airs. K. Al. lumbar and Miss
Helene Dunbar were guests of Air.
and Airs. Howard Dunbar in Rock
land Thursday.
Air. and Mrs R. w. Carleton left
Friday for Ambridge, I’a., failed by
the illness of Airs. Carleton's brother
William T. Brastow.
Lester Shibles of Orono has been
the guest of his parents. Air. and
Airs. Edgar I’. Shibles this week.
Charles F. Ingraham has been in
Portland this week attending the
A.O.l’.W. convention
John Andrews is a candidate for
tax collector.
People in different parts of the
town have been visited during the
past week by a woman asking for
car tare to Rockland and lias Iteen
quite successful in tier method as an
imposter.
There will lie a sacred concert
Sunday evening at 7.30 at the new
Town Hall. A line program is being
arranged and a silver offering will be
taken.
Airs. W. F. Fphani, who has been
spending a lew days with her daugh
ter Airs. Enos E. Ingraham, rettlrned
Thursday with her son F il. ('pham
to North t'assnlboro, where she will
be bis guest for several weeks.
Airs. Cbfloid Young. Airs. Edwin
Prince and Miss Lydia lleald of
Camden were guests of Airs. John
H. Andrews Tuesday evening.
The Fred A. Norwood Women’s
Relief Corps observed the anniver
sary of Washington's and Lincoln's
birthdays Thursday evening at the G.
A. R. ball. A large numiier of mem
bers and visitors being present.
Tlie President. Mrs. Minnie Wellman
called to order and all joined in sing
ing “Ame, ir.i" and reneaiing the
Flag salu.e. Tlie program was in
charge of the Patriotic Instructor.
Airs. Vellie Sinimons a id included
the following numbers: Reading,
Mrs. Emma Torrey: piano solo, Mr“.
Florence Knight: impersonation of
"The Gypsy's Warning," Afrs. Vena
Hammond; reading Airs. Nellie Wil
kins; vocal solo, Airs. I.inthel lame,
accompanied by Miss Gwendolyn
Morrill: reading, Mrs. Cacildia Cain:
reading. Airs. Eliza June:.. Remarks
on “Life of Washington,' Dr. C. W.
Steward; vocal solo, J«sse Handy:
vocal duet, Mrs. Bertha Thurston
and All's. Amy Miller. Miss Gwen
dolyn .Morrill, accompanist; remarks
Rev. J. N. Palmer: reading and
singing, Mrs. Delora Morrill, accom
panied by Mrs. Rose Price, the au
dience joining with Airs. Alorrill in
singing "Glory, Glory, Halleluiah:
'remarks, Air. Philbrook ol Edwin
Libby Post, Rockland; remarks, eomj rade William Snowaleal. After the
'entertainment a baked bean snpper
was served in the dining hull Mu

MAINE

sic for games and dancing was fur
nished by Mrs. Rose Price, Miss
Blanche Cody and Jesse Handy of
Camden. This was one of the .finest
prograins and one of the most enjoy
able events the Cortis has ever held.
Mr.< Adelin Gliding of Hope was
the guest of Airs. Elizabeth C
Spear Tuesday at the home of her
daughter. Airs. Fred Holbrook.

FRIENDSHIP SUICIDE
Fred Williams, Stage Driver,
Was Despondent Over Hi3
Wife’s Illness.
Fred Williams, st.tge driver be
tween Friendship anti Thomaston
committed suicide at his home in
Friendship last night, by cutting his
throat with a razor. The deed was
doubtless due to despondency caused
and brought on by the illness of his
wife, who is said to be at death’s
door Aith pneumonia; and the fact
that he had been under-bidden for
the mail route.
Mr. Williams, off and on. had been
on the route for quite a number of
years, faithful in the discharge ol
his duties, and having many friends
all along the line, lie was a native
of St. George, and had made his
home in Friehdship 10 years. His
mail contract was to have expired
July 1st.
The deceased was about 4S. and is
survived by his wife and two >mall
children.
RECEIVER'S NOTICE
February 21st,1925

Knox. ss.
'Pile undersigned, having been dul.\ ap
pointed by tlie Iloaorab'.e Scutf’ Wi; m,
Justice of the Supreim* Jualcbi! Court. Re
ceiver of the Glenmere Maine Really Coin
pany, i»ert1»> gives public notice agreeable to
the order of the sail Justice, that July 1st.
1925, Is the time limited and fixed, in
which all claims against said <*or|H»ratioti
shall l>e presented, and all parties having
any claims against s»i«l corporation shall
on or before said date, pros* nt the sante in
writing, supported, by an affidavit to tlie Re
<‘eiver at ills office 423 Main Street, Rock
land, Maine.

WALTER

II

BUTLER.

>»3-S 29

BUILDINGS
LOOK!!
WEDNESDAY is

TEL. 538-3

PAGEANT NIGHT

19 McLOUD ST.

w

THURSDAY is

COMMUNITY FAIR

Moving_____________________ 11*tf

Used Cars
______________________________
J
I92f AMERICAN SIX, just (iverliaitk-il anil
In first class condition- tires practically new i
—A bargain ’f sold at oiu-e. BERT ANGEL, 1
Gr&v Gull Restatiraul, Limerock St , Rock- I
laud.
HUlf

FOR SALE—Residence of

FOR SALE—y-room House; hot water I
cement cellar; modern Improvements; I
Rarden.
New grocery business well slot
M G. GURNEY, 3 Park St , Camden.

21-23

First class condition

Special 98c

515 MAIN ST.

FOR SALE—We have a parlor, library a
bed room set. Including mattress nnd aprli
Best quality of used modern furniture wh
we will sell or exchange Tor antique fur
lure.
COBB & DAVIS.
145
FOR SALE—Mouse at Atlantic,

The Corporators of the Thomaston Barings
Bank are hereby notified that their Annual
Meeting will be held at their Banking Rooms
on Tuesday, March 5. 1925 at I 3« o’clock
In the afternoon, for the purpose of choosing
a Board of Trustees for the ensuing year,
and to transact any outer business that raev
properly come before tire 111
.
Pet order.
J WALTER HTROUT
Clerk of the Oorporatl m.
_ Tfionvaym, February 21, 1925.
23 21

11 to 2

90c

RUBBER BOOTS
For All the Family

Boston Shoe Store
278 MAIN ST.

ROCKLANO

PAINTING OR PAPER HANGING Don

ROCKLAND

reasonable rates.
Tel. 484-.M
PALMER

75c

1 ■"
—e^e
Special Values iq Good Clean
Merchandise

WATCHMAKKER AND CLOCK REPAIR

Typewriters, small work. S ARTHUR :
COMBER, 23 Amesbury St., Kockland,
21«!

NOTICE

6 to 10*/2

(Se

Island.) 6 rooms, oak finish, well-built; al|
location close by shore.
Garage and
buildings, water In house
Acre and
of land.
Fine place for summer home,
a bargain.
Addreaa DB. I. B GAGE,
lantlc. Me
57<

Miscellaneous

22-24

Misses’ and Children’s Heavy
-White Sole Rubbers The best
wearing rubbers on the market.

Belzhla

THUR L. OR.VE, 417 Main 8t.. Bocklar

Several Sets of

Army Wheels
Hara Wood Lumber
’ ABRAM W. NYE

Men’s Self Acting Rubber!

late (

cial inducements to Maine opera
tors, Writs for particulars.

1 Express Wagon

Special 69c

the

Char lea E. Hall, Middle St

1 Grocery Wagon

Women’s first quality Rubbers

$1.98, $2.98, $3.95

SNOWMAN. TEL. G72-R does all kinds of

FOR SALB—Double tenement liouae i
Lisle 8t.
Atiply to MIDI. y. H. SAXBC
Ito Pleasanl Si.
Tel »03-W

FOR SALE

• • • • „

i

WILLIAM. KNOWLTON A SONS,
WEST UPTON, MASS., offer ope-

,

RUBBERS!!

FOR SALE—Second hand—3 upright p
anas. 1 Brunswick cabinet machine, 1 Ed
son .cabinet machine, 2 mandolins, 1 banj
V. F. STUDLEY, Inc., Music department.
18-tf
FOR 8ALE—Dry hard third wood drliv
»15 cord
CHARLES HELIN, Hoik,

FOR SALE—Player Plano Q R. 8~n
rolls, wide ranee of choice.
While they
only 25 cents each V. P STUDLEY, 1
Music Department.

Boston Shoe Store
EVERYTHING in FOOTWEAR

i.SALE—Radio sets, at a great barga
Will demonstrate any night. C. M. C001
71 Tillson avenue.
20*26

Tel. 352-81.____

STRAW HAT
OPERATORS

—AT—

ODD LOTS on Women's Pumps
and Oxfords marked down to
close out— , *

BABY CHIX—Wvllie’s S. V Reds. raised
on free range, trap nested and bred for «yi»e
and color
State aeeredited for white diarr
hoea
Price 22 cents each, postpaid. Safe
arrival guaranteed
F II. WYLLIE. Thom
aston. Me.. Kt. 1
Tel. 199 G
15*29 79

ROCKLAND

22*23

ATHLETIC NIGHT

FOR SALE—Farms, cottages, summer prop
erties. hotels, stores, real estate of every de
scription. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast. Ma
____________ _________ ______________ 20-31 »
FOR SALE—House lot of ('apt James Sta
ples. Chednut street. Tekphone MARTIN
BILLINGS, 161-.I
20*25

—Plenty of nice English ha
ITlce $.9241 a ton JA.VUM H. sniBNTO:
We-t Rockport.
jy.tf

L C. FIELDS

Receivit.

Eggs and Chicks

Trucking and

Built, Altered or Repaired
Painting & Paper Hanging
Ceilings Whitened

WR SALE—Milk farm of 90 acres in
South Thomaston; will carry 20 head of
cattle; 1500 to 2,000 cords of w<xtd and some
tiin»>er; bulkttm&i in good repair
Sold on
good terms. Call on K. H. HNGW. South
Thomaston.
22*24
FOR SALE—36 tons finest qualify pressed
hap large or small lots; also a large lot of
household furnishings; a nice trade In kit
chen ranges. Safas, etc. new and second
hand
Tel. onaectlon
H F. HICKS. 65
Liwerock St
21-26

To Let

Call FOREST K. HA1
20-:

ENGINES—The

most

ri

engine for the flshemian Prices great
duced. Large stock, Immediate de
Place order early. Catalogue free
I
Bros. Portland. Me., or GEORGE W
WELL. Virwlliiaven. Me.
2
GUM-A-LAC paint and varnish, dries In
one hour after applying. For floors, atandtrltiLs, autos or furniture. FRANK L PUL
LEN, 2ft McLoud S. TD 10:50-51.
18-211

LET ME QUOTE PRICES TO YOU u,

ntotid Tires and Tubes.' Weed Chain
Spark Plugs; also live used cars fro
up o 8300.
JOSEPH E
CLOUGH
Pleasant St., Rockland
Salesman for
klotor Sales. C.

RADIO BATTERIES—FOR 81.25 w
TO LET—In the new Laurie Annex—1 room
pick up your battery, leave a loan at
nnh kitchenette, also two nlngle rooma on liver
yours back to you fully rf
the nrcnnd floor. Apply MRS LlOVRY. al HOUSE-SHERMAN.
INC, Rockland.
tlie Ch|>per Kettle.
«3-->5
721-M
Exlde Service Station.
TO LET—Store now occupied by Edward
821100 IS OFFERED for a U. S prime*
DB. (ionla 3VH1 be vacated about April Item.
Booklet free listing this and old ma
/.’’ c
!? MRS B- B RJT1TH. al the terial wanted—broadsides, pamphlets, stamps
< ■ E Bicknell office.
20tf
prints, etc
G. A JACKSON, 10.5 ft Pem
10*21
.T0.tET'“5 “r " r,,om tenement with elec- berton Bldg., Bostntc
21''.
*n(l !ollet
15 Kockland St. D
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING. pTcnT ^dg?
I SHArTER.
12-tf
covered buttons, plaiting PHYLLIS TOLe
I . TO LET—Small tenement on Union street. MAN MORSE, 358 Main St Tel. 808 M

w

Inquire of MRS. C. K. 8IM.MDNS, 21 Middle
_ ___________________ «-tf

________ ;_______ ;_________________ Llf

TO LET—Two tenement* on Olla street ;
each haa 6 rooms and b»lh.
Apply to K P
KNIGHT. Windsor House.
Tel. 814-W. 5-tf

done promptly.

TO LET—Tenement at 1»4 North Main St*
all modern convenient**.
P. L. HAVENER

the Rockland _
order* tollclted

Tel. 782 R.

H«-tf

TRUCKING.

ADEN

MOVING

ANO

Go anywhere.

Tel. I58 M nr #2»-J.

ERRANDS

C. 0 HARI-C

LADIES—Reliable alock of h«lr gi

Store. S?( Main St?
HELEN C. HHODI

Every-Other-Day
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Social Circles

OUR ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALE
—OF—

In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, this departure es
pecially desires information of social hap
penings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent
by mall or telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE

.............................................

770

Mrs. W S. White entertained a
few friends yesterday in honor of
Miss Minnie White of Bath. Cards
formed the principal diversion.
Miss Lenora Brawler and Miss
Elizabeth Hamlin have gone to Bath
,, to spend the weekend.
Mrs. Mary C. Hall will entertain
file Sunshine Society next Monday
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Abide
Conners, 172 South Main street.
Mrs. Florence Smith is seriously ill !
at her home on Camden street.

Announcements have been received
of the marriage in New York, on Fell.
17 of Elizabeth, daughtei of Mr. and
Mrs. Benjamin Briscoe of Detroit, to
Frederick Earl Booth Mr. and Mrs.
Booth will be at home at Birmingham
Mich., after April 1st. Among those
present at the wedding were Mrs.
Richard S. Fuller, a sister of ' the
bri<Je. and Mr. a,“' Mrs. Howard G,
pjtilhrook.

Charles W. Littlefield of Montclair,
N. J., is at his former home on l.interock street.

The Harmony Club meeting will
tie postponed from Wednesday even
ing to Monday evening, March 2.
The Needle-work Commit tec of the
Congregational church meets with
Mrs. Buft'um Tuesday next at 2
* o'cleok. A good attendance is hoped
for.
Mrs. Vernon K. Wilson, who came
from Portland to attend the funeral
of 'her cousin, the late Spencer
Bpaton, has returned home.

Mis. C. W. Creamer of Winslow's
Mills is the guest of her daughter,
Miss Hazel X- Day.
'Mrs. Chester Eight and daughter
of Winslow's Mills is the guest of
lier sister, Mrs- W. H. Milligan.
Mrs. C. A. Thomas, who has been
making a month's visit with Mr. and
Mrs. Willis 1. Ayer, returned to her
home in Dorchester, Mass, yester
day.

Charles Porter Ls seriously ill at
the Silshy Hospital.
Rverett A. Munsey is in Florida
on -liusiness.

Ansel C. Sterling, director of penntanshlp in the Westbrook schools, is
visiting friends in this city, plan
ning to remain about a week.

Major O C. Warner, senior in
structor, C. A., will inspect Battery G
Tuesday night.

Thursday evening Air. and Mrs
Edwin Witham of Pacific street en
tertained in lienor of Mrs. LeRoj
McConchie, the occasion being Mrs
McConchle's birthday.
Ice cream
punch, cake, fudge and a large
birthday cake were served. Mrs.
MuConchic was presented with an
iced tea set. Cards were played.
Prizes 'being won by Elmer Witham.
Minnie Witham, Nathan Witham.
Florence McConchie, Roland Ruckliffe and Nellie Lurvey. the consola
tion going to Mr. and Mrs. Elmet
Witham. The guests were Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer Witham. Mr. and Mrs.
feert Witham, Mr. and Mrs. Nathan
Witham. Mr. and Mis. J
LeRoy
SipConchie and son. Mr. and Mrs. L.
E Over and daughter, Mrs. Nellie
l.unvey. .lames Mullins and Erick
llajgord.
_

WALL PAPERS

(For The Coiiricr-flazette]
fan someone tell me
Wlui lids Michael was?
Who must have suffer'd much
4ii lore's great cause;
tint Ctrl I'd like to know
Wli.it it was like.
This oflffn-told. undying
Love-O*-Mike.

Where alt things change

Mill nothing stays the same
One can't tell wluit to praise
Nor whom to blame;
1 think il wonderful.
That we should strike
A filing so CQfWtant
As the love o'-MIke.

if you should break your watch.
Or Tlose your way.
And know not where yeti were,
Nor time o' day.
And ask some lonely swain
Along Ihe pike.
You'd hear him mutter: ,
"For the Ixnc-o’-MIke

,

Or should you meet
A damsel lair and gay
That you might like la take
Along your way.
And ask her will she grace
Yimr humble hike.
She'll murmur sweetly: >
■ For the love-o'-MIke!'
We owe this unknown knight
A tittle song.
As on life's thful way
We jug along;
Somehow. 1 think It cheers us
On the hike.
To hear this often quoted
Lore o'-'Mike.

Nana Huntley

eldand, Feb. ifi.

One week from tomorrow the set’ice at the Congregational Church
rill he marked by the initial appear
nice of the vested choir, which is
ierettfier to take the place of tiie
piartet.
Throughout the country
is a strung movement in fatli
’or of a vested choir, and the pastor
lev. W. S. Rounds, has been very
lesirous of bringing about Ute innn'ation here. Mrs. Philip Howard is
o direct Hie new organization, which

rill have 39 voices.

TUESDAY

FEB. 21st

BROWNIE IN
HEALTHLAND

TO

One of the big attractions for
Community Ft^r will be “Brother
-AT—
Brownie" a real health clown from
Health Land appearing Tuesday
afternoon and evening. This is the
Prices formerly 10c to 75c; now ...... 4c to 25c
first time this famous clown has vis
ited Maine and she will come with
Cut Borders and Bands, per yard........... lc to 5c
all the latest Ideas to make us
healthy happy and wise. We are
Room lots from ...«................ 50c to $1.00 each
able to have thlR Interesting clown
ALL SALES CASH
through the combined efforts of the
local chapter of the Red Cross, the
TODAY
—At the—
Thorndike Hotel, and the entertain
ment committee. In past years the
TOM MIX
Red Cross has had a booth where
— In—
the work of this organization has
ROCKLAND, MAINE
20.24
teen demonstrated. This year it
“
THE
WAGON
TRAIL”
was thought beat to put their money
Formerly
and efforts into obtaining this clown,
who will prove both instructive and
COMMUNITY FAIR AHOY!
“The Thundering Herd”
entertaining.
Mix, himself, considers this one
IMiss Eleanor Wheeler of Newton,
cf the best pictures he has ever
Mass., better known as Brother
Stage Is A11 Set For Rockland’s Greatest Show—Short Brownie of Health Land, has been made.
a favorite among children and adults
Notes and Comments—The Program.
since her childhood- On graduating
from the Newton schools in 1920,
she made a paradise of the play
The stage is set and all is in read Harry Richards and Frank Staples ground at the Children's Sanatorium
iness fur the biggest e- ent in Roc'- of Worcester were omitted. The task on an island In Marblehead Harbor.
land's winter calendar. Cninmuniiv of listing all contributors is a moun After two years study at Ihe Leland
THE THEATRE AROUND
Fair. Tit? thing this year is hauled tainous one and the committee apol- Powers School or Expression and
THE CORNER
up in a puldic interest that Justifies i ogiz.es for any slips
the Boston Hehool of Physical Edu
■ he word tremendous, and the shirv
cation, she made an immediate suc
Last Time Today
Itself is worked out on ns big a
Doors open at 2 o'clock in the nf- cess both in the production and
scale. There are two beneficiaries— | ternoon and nt 7 o’clock at night. coaching of plays and in dance in
primarily the New High School Take your souvenir envelopes at struction In 1923 she produced for
Equipment fund, then the comple once to the Iguld-Rluck booth.
the St. Marks Benevolent Associa
tion of the Broadway Athletic Field.
....
tion of Aehmont. Mass, a Japanese
The machinery of 'the Fair includes
Through the efforts of Manager operetta with a cast of 120. Same
hundreds of families, directly or in
—WithCarl M. Reneon of the Park and Hm- year' she made a hit of the Health
directly. anil the result is that it is
jPire theatres the rental of the Ar- pageant at Boston.
the one big topic of conversation
The latest venture of this versa
I cade, regularly $330 has been re
Tiie program is printed in full on
duced to $150 by tiie owners, the tile young lady is her excursion Into
• • ♦ •
page 3 of this issue anil shows xi tine
dramatics
as
Brother
Gray Theatres Circuit. The gift is Health
list of attractions to which several made by the Grays in recognition of Brownie of the Massachusetts Tu—Also—
have been added. The ticket sale?
*l
**,e show’s heneficl- berculiisis League and the Boston
“The Riddle Rider”
have been highly satisfactory n,,1<. 1 I aries.. To say that the Fair pro- Metropolitan Chapter American Red
is now a question of turning nbt ' motors
are delighted is putting it Cross. Her performance deserves
Idg crowd at each perloriutiilae.
big audiences, the more the merrier,
mildly.
Monday-T uesday
.and the more varied the lutter, for
The Tuesday attraction is a Red
her show delights old and young
The Mystery ROoth. or what is alike with its novelty and charm.
Cross proposition, "Brownie from
Healthland" with an entertainer of better known as the “grabs" is in For any and every performance she
national repute in many novelty acts. need of more material such as pre brings actors and theatre with her.
house cleaning undesirable
nick Mr. Punch’s theatre it is that you
—With—
_.
.
' nacks, superfluous Christmas gifts, see on the stage. This woodland fig
The open.ng show Monday night I
„ records, hooks and clea„
ure,
appearing
from
somewhere
in
will he decidedly good if recent re- artlcIeK va|ued flt ovel. ,en C(,nts
hearsals are to serve as a criterion. Mra & M o.Nel, te]ephone
and health land, is Brother ftrownle
Miss Frances Flanagan is in charge v||.s. ,|{ b Knowlu,n> telephone 353. "himself," with lier charming white
ami has gathered about her the best afe ,n charge an(, w(), ,ad, g(.nd pup. She sings, she converses with
the pup and with Mr. Punch who Is
acts, dances and song hits of several for articles if notified.
waiting unseen. Mr. Punch insists
recent musical comedies. Couple with
I
on health decorations for his the
this a real comedy vaudeville skit
CAPT. WILLIAM E. HALL
atre.
They are produced.—with
and you have ihe idea.
questions and answers back and
I
• ♦ » ♦
Tltis community lust one of its forth, between Brother Brownie, and
Pageant njght has been set for j
well known old-time residents in the the audience. She then disappears,
A peep behind the gilded walls of
Weilitfsilay. This means a duplirp- j
soe'ety, with its intrigues its greed
th,n of the huge success of last year, i death of Capt. William E. Hall, which behind Mr. Punch’s theatre, only
to reappear as a puppet on ihe
and selfishness.
fur it will lie directed by the same I occurred Feb. 16. He was a native
stage. A two-act health play fol
muster-mind—Miss Ellen Cochran. ■ nf fit. George, a son of the late Isaac
lows, with songs interspersed anil
There will lie 300 youngsters in the A. and Mary B. (Graves) Hall, born songs thereafter, in which audience
Last chapter of
ast. Central Fire ■Station hatv’fteen Nov. 14, 18+2. He followed the spa
Join
with
enthusiasm.
“Ten Scars Make a Man”
thrown open to them which will avoid through his youth and prime of man
much of the unhappy discotnfort hood. rising to the rank of captain.
Local users of Whole Grain Wheat
that has characterized life; lattfs in For a number of years following his
COMING—“GALLOPING HOOFS"
former years. Pattons are asked to I retirement from the sea he conducted may obtain same from I'easlee &
eave a cleared space about the large a grocer}- store on State street, and Peaslee, 375 Main street. Tel. 38—
22-23
ear doors to convenience the move later still abandoned that in favor adv.
of the comfort of a small farm in
ment of the children.
• » . •
South Thomaston.
Clothing husinnos for sale. Senior
Capt. Hall married Susan J. Blais- partner died and his interests were
A startling surprise came to Mrs. |
ilell. who died some years ago. He is withdrawnInsure against that.
I. H. Flanagan in two handsome
survived by a <on. Harry: a sister, Consult Walker. 524-R.—adv.
irst prizes for the Baby Show, pre
Mrs. Augusta tyright. and several
sented by the Bahhidge Studio. Each
nephews and nieces, including Wil
Mrs. Pitcher wishes to announce
first prize winner, a boy and a girl. .
liam D. Hall, Howe W. Hall, Mary, that another reading club Is about
will receive a dozen full cabinet
Martha and Jessie Hall, and Hudson •to form. Any who are Interested may
photographs and two tinted enlarge D. Ames.
cull 173-M.
23-24
ments front a choice of positions os

THE LOVE-O’-MIKE

'

Brother
Brownie
From
Healthland Sure To Go
Big At Community Fair.

Of 1924 Stock

\

Beginning FEB. 18 and continuing until sold

COMMUNITY FAIR

Strand Theatre

C. M. BLAKE >WALL PAPER STORE

EMPIRE

SPECIAL

TO

FEB. 28th

To the people of Rockland and vicinity during the Food Fair

Week we are giving a few special bargains. Inspect before pur
chasing elsewhere
___
1 LOT

1 LOT

1 LOT

COATS

DRESSES

$10-00

SJ5-98

COATS
$25-«°

Formerly $15. to $22.

Reduced
from $19.75 to $25.00

SILK AND WOOL

HOSE

Fur Trimmed
AU Better Garments

1 LOT

DRESSES

SKIRTS

$10.98

$9.98

$J.OO.

“FIGHT
FOR HONOR”

3 shades—all sizes
Formerly $2.00 Hose

Reduced
from $15.00 to $19.75

Camel Hair Skirts, Sport
Reduced from $4.50

William Fairbanks

CHILDREN’S

GIRLS’ SLIP-ON

COAT

SWEATERS

SWEATERS
$1.98, $2.98

SWEATERS
$2.98

FOR SALE
Adolphe Menjou
Claire Windsor
Robert Ellis
Mary Carr

well.

FEB. 28th

FEB. 21st

»

$1.98
Sizes from 26 to 34

Reduced
from $2.98 to $4.50

Regular $5.50 value

AU Coats on our racks have been marked down to rock bottom for fast sell
ing and honest bargains. They must move to make room for new merchan
dise. We need the room; you need the Coats. Personal inspection will con
vince you.
Do not leave the Dress for the dance until the last minute—buy now while
the assortment is the largest

Our door is always open to those who enjoy looking.
and Courtesy
MAIL

ORDERS

FILLED

We insist on Service

Cutler - Cook Co.

MAIL

ORDERS

FILLED

• • • «

Tickets have
gone exceedingly
well, but there still remain about
200 letters with no returns made. R
s extremely important that either
the $1 or the unused tickets be
'urneil in at once in order to com
plete Ute records. A check-up shows
the majority of these to lie local
mil the committee gets the impres
sion that it is a case of waiting for
Ihe Saturday pay envelope.
• • • •
In last year's Fair “Jones Night"
went decidedly big and this season
' A. Jones, Athletic Director of
Rockland’s schools will put on the
Thursday night program. An added
attraction this night ^ill be the
Rockland Band with all its customtry pep. It will be some night.

Aides will be circulating through
ihe hall at all times, ready and will- j
ing In render any service. They can
lie distinguished by tlielr red caps
or white budges. A headquarters ;
liooth will tie maintained at the
checking window, rear of Ihe ticket
■ ifliee, with an attendant on duty
through fair hours to look after
Inst and found articles, hear and wel
come suggestions; and receive com
plaints. This department will try to
rentier real public service, cCecil
Benson is captain of the corps.

» ♦ » »

In the advertisement of apprecia
tion published in Thursday’s issue
of this paper the names of Benja
min Segal. JI. Berman & Son, Dr.

LOOK!!

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
CECILLE B. DE MILLE'S
Production
"THE GOLDEN BED"
Paramount Picture

THREE SHOWS—2:00, 6:45, 8:30.

LAST TIME I
-IN-

TODAY

THURSDAY is

ATHLETIC NIGHT
—AT—

REVIEW

COMEDY

MONDAY-TUESDAY

EMERY JOHNSON'S MIGHTY DRAMA

“Life’s
Greatest
Game”
I

—WITH

JOHNNY

WEDNESDAY is

PAGEANT NIGHT

PRICES— 10c, 15c, 20c

ALL NEXT WEEK

Orth and Coleman’s Record Breaking Musical Comedy Company
(4

WALKER

THE TIP TOP MERRY MAKERS”
—WITH—

AND SPECIAL STAR CAST
READ!

READ!!

READ!!!

The terrific emotional smash of an international disaster—
the realistic sinking of a giant liner, knifed at sea by an im
placable iceberg—sixty thousand roaring, leaping, frantic fans
at the climax of a World's Series in the gigantic Yankee Sta
dium—baeball and human hearts—love and hate—heroism and
cowardice—these are but a few of the big moments in this mighty
melodrama !

Story by Emllle Johnson

COMMUNITY FAIR

TK. AN

^=S

COMEDY

NEWS

QTJPID KEMBER
Assisted by Joe Burkhart, Bob EUsworth, Miss Lillian, Bessie Fox, and an AU Star Cast of Musicrl Comedy
Favorites, With a Sassy, Classy, Flashy Chorus of Pretty, Peppy, Petite Peaches
Postiively the Biggest Run You Ever Got For Your Money in the Amusement Line
SHOWS YOU’VE NEVER SEEN
SONGS YOU’VE NEVER HEARD
COMPLETE CHANGE OF SHOW WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY
z
FEATURE PICTURE EACH DAY
PROGRAM BEGINS AT 2:00 AJ4D 7:30 P. M.

AFTERNOON PRICES 25 AND 35 CENTS.

----------------------------------------:

EV’G FRICES 25, 35 AND 50 CENTS

Page Eight

IN THE REALM

OF

MUSIC

What Our Home Artists and Others Are Doing To Pro
mote the Interests of This Engaging Art.
Memorial exercises by the Ban
gor Orchestra in honor of the late
Horace M. Pullen, founder and for
many years conductor of that well
known organization, were held at
the City Hall, Bangor, last Sunday
afternoon, and attended by a large
number of music lovers, friends of
the organization and of the deceased.
The exercises were presented in a
most earnest manner, a fitting trib
ute to a man who had done so much
for music lovers here and elsewhere.
The only member of the family being
able to be present was Stanley Pul
len, a son, Mrs. Pullen and the oth
er son, Dexter, being in California.
James D. Maxwell, talented lirst
’cello of the orchestra and a prom
inent member of the organization,
presided. The order of exercises fol
lows:

Every-Other-Day
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All depended more for their success
on the singer’s ability to dramatize
whatever he sang than on .his vocal
be., ut y.
* * * *
At the formal opening of the new
W i shir. Kt on Auditorium, with a perJvrir.ance of “Faust.” with Feodor
Chaliapin ar. guest artist (The Wash
ington Opera Company giving the
performance). Chaliapin addressed .as
“His Excellency” the President of tlie
United States and tlie audience in a
speech in Russ.an which was trans
lated into English by M. Rornakoff.

KNOX PROBATE COURT

SICK WOMEN
OF MIDDLE AGE

February Term, 1925—Ed
ward K. Gould, Judge—
Henry H. Payson, Regis
ter.

Can Be Carried Comfortably Over
The Critical Period hy Lydia E.
Pinhham’s Vegetable Compound
—Note Mr». Headden’a Caae

Wills probated: Horace W. Welt,
Ute of 'llmimisfiin, Fred Id. Welt,
Exr.; Edna K. Porter, lute of Rock
land. Willis K. Porter, Exr.; Alton C.
Robbins, late of Appleton, Addle RobM»con, Georgia. — “ During the
t bins. Exx.; Edwin D. Wiley late of
Change of Life I suffered with my
Kt. George. Arthur E. Keller, Exr.;
whole right side
I Austin L. Kirk, late ( f Warren. N.
and could not lie
R. Eastman. Exr.: Sarah F. Leadon my left aide. I
better, late- of North Haven. Ilcllis
was m bed about
M. l.eadbetter und Carrie E. Page,
two months and
Ex rs.
could not get up
Wills filed for notice: William F
only as my son
Vphain. late of Rockport, naming
would lift me. Af
Louisa M. I'phant. Exx.; Adel C
ter doctoringwith« « » «
Mun3on, late of Vinalhaven, naming
out
relief
a
man
Chaliapin’s life has been pictur
Evelyn E. Manson. Exx.; Nancy J.
Who
was
rooming
esque and varied. He was bom of
Long late of St. George, naming Ed
with
us
told
mv
son
SIXTY YEARS AGO
poor parents in Kazan, Russia, and
ward F. Long. Exr,; Charles A. WilthatLydiaE.Pinkspent his early youth as apprentice
=on late of Camden, naming Mary E. n young man who practiced medicine
Iham’s Vegetable
in Pennsylvania became famous and
to a < bb’er. and later worked as a Compound cured his mother at the
Wilson, Exx.
*
was called in consultation in many
wood carver, a book binder, a muni Change of Life, sol began taking your
Petition for probate of will and for
towns and cities because of bis success
cipal clerk, and as a longshoreman oq medicine. After taking it fdr two
administration
with
the
will
annexed
Presents'.km of Resolutions ..........................
in the treatment of disease. This was
............................................. Janie:; It. Maxwell the Volga, all the time picking up an weeks I could get out of my bed by
granted: Estate Nathan It. Allen late I)r. Pierce, who finally made np his
First Movement, Allegro nwxlera'o from
education and attending school when myself. I am now 63 years old and in
of Rockland, Amory B. Alien, Admr. mind to place some ol bis medicines ■
Schubert’s Vnftnlshed S> inphony ..........
Rockland will have hundreds of | comedian, and you’H laff your head Madeline Coyne, solo dancers, are c. t. a.
lie could. He was self-trained at better health and stronger than ever
............................................................. Orchestra
before the public, and moving to Buf
also among the prominent perform
tlie piano and singing, and sang in in my life. I have recommended the visitors next week and they will
him.
Petitions for administration grant
Biographical and character sketch ..........
The liig scenic features of the ers. Bessie Fox, soubrette, offers a ed: Estates Edna Banks Murch late falo, N. Y., put up what he called bis
.............................................Adelbeit W. Sprague the archbishop'^ choir, afterward go Vegetable Compound to many suffer come not only to attend the Com
•'Favorite Prescription” and placed itAdagletto from Bize'.’s Suite “I.’Arlesienne” ing with an itinerant opera company ing women, young and old, and you
show is one which surrounds the series of well handled popular num
i
................................................. String Orchestra
munity Fair but to take in other at song hit 'I.ady of the Forest” in bers noticeable for their pep and of Vinalhaven. D. H. Glidden. Admr. with the druggiels in every state.
and
finally
reaching
the
eminence
of
may
use
my
name
anywhere
as
long
Clara
A.
Creighton
late
of
Thomas

Memorial Address ........................................
Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription has
tractions while here. Knowing this which Lillian Orth, sweet voiced marked by some clever dancing.
.........................................Ashley A Smith, D D. the M iriensky Theatre In Petrograd. as you please. I will be glad to an
ton,
John
Creighton.
Admr.;
Ellen
K.
long been recognized as a tonic for
Sooond Movement. Andante con moto,
Mamontov, a wealthy music patron, swer any letters sent to me.” — would be the case Manager Ponriis prima donna, and Bob IQIsworth, Pa; Healey, as musical director of Vow late of Thomaston, Ethel V.
diseases peculiar to womankind. After
of Strand Theatre laid himself out take honors.
from tlie unfinished Symphony ..............
Both these popular the show, presides at the piano.
Mrs.
F.
B.
H
eadden, 5 Holt Avenue,
placed
Chaliapin
at
the
head
of
his
Grover
Admx.;
Yedle
I.
Williams
late
................................................................. Orchestra
suffering pain, feeling nervous, ilizxv,
to get something that the public vca.-il artists are well known in
Macon,
Georgia.
The
costuming
of
the
show
is
own
company,
and
the
result
was
of St. George. John K. Williams, weak and dragged-down by weak
• * • »
Ina recent country-wide canvass of would especially appreciate.
Halifax and their numbers are away above the ordinary and its Admr.:
that he electrified all Russia. He
nesses of her sex, a woman is quickly
Those who hear ! Paul Draper, tenor,
The result was tlie signing up of warmly received. P.esides Ilia song scenic features are worthy of many
triumphed in other European coun Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
Petitions for administration filed restored to health by its use. Thou
sing in Rockland last summer were tries, and Is now in his fourth year pound, over 200,000 replies were re the Orth and Coleman Musical work Ellsworth shares with Bert of the bigger productions. It lioasts,
shocked to learn of it is sudden death in this country. He is sa d to be ceived and 98 outof every 100 reported Comedy Show which is e ming home Grant the straight role which is very too of a well disciplined youthful and granted: Estates Ulmer B. Dye: sands of women testify that Pr.Picrce’a
in New York at the home of his sis about 55 years of age, although I have they had been benefited by its use. from a triumphant tour of the Prov creditably conducted. Sammy Wal and pretty chorua made up of the late tf Vinalhaven,' Belle Dyer Favorite Prescription has entirely
Admx.; Frank B. Storey late of Rock eradicated their distressing ailments.
ter, Miss Ruth Draper the monologist. never seen his age given definitely. For sale by druggists everywhere.
inces. including 10 weeks’ slay; in lace is a pleasing tenor with a me Misses Dorothy Campbell,
Kitty land, Maggie
B. Storey, Admx.:
Put up in both fluid and tablet form.
Mr. Draper, only 38 years of age.
Halifax. The company carries with lodious voice and a good stage ap Kemper, Flo Healey, Mildred Hold
• • • *
Send 10c to Dr. Pierce, Buffalo, N.Y.;
Frank E. Knowlton late of Camden.
v.as prominent in both social and
it some wonderful specialties, and a pearance and Ivor and Sil!::, with en.
Madeline
Russell,
Madeline Z. M. Dtvinal and O. II. Emery for trial package of tablets. Write for
The second private concert of the
EMPIRE
THEATRE
musical circles. He had appeared as season >by the Rubinstein Club of
picture program will lie thrown in accordion and violin dispense a lot Coyne. Evelyn Bligh, and Alice
free confidential medical advice
Admrs.
soloist with some of the leading sym- New York, in the ball room of the
refreshing
melody.
Jimmie Mack. The picture performances
••Figlil For Honor” will be shown for good measure. The entertain of
Petition for administration filed for
phony orchestras In New York, and ('wVldorf'-Astoria on the evening of for the last time today. The cast ment will start at 2 and 6.43 p. nt.
Clayton's dancing wins him a lot of will begin at 2 and 7.J0 and the notice: Estate Alanson L. Wall late
also on the same platform with his 7an 27
as soIoist T„,| i>a, Includes William Fairbanks and IN a
Cupid Kemper is the featured applause and Madeline Russell and shows at 3 and 8.30.
of Thomaston, naming Josephine B.
talented sister.
I Monte, coloratura soprano of the Novak. “The Kiddle Kider” a chap
Stone Admx.
* * * *
I Metropolitan and Cb'cagu Civic Op- ter play will be on Ihe same pro
Petitions to determine inheritance
have picked acorns from little bushes
MfSSES
THE
SNOW
The magnificent new organ of the , eras. Mme. Dal Monte was in ex eel- gram.
granted: Estates Oien S. Waterman
not over three feet high. The acorns
COMMON
THINGS
Penney Memorial United Baptist j lent voice, delighting her hearers
"For Kale.” comes Slonday and
Efizti A. Waterman, Exx.; Isadore
are <iuite large and tastr much like
Church in Augusta was dedicated [ with the clarity and Gean attack Tuesday. Thia story has been pro
our white oak acorns. I think they E. H. Philbrick Dips One I). Print—, J. Morris Stodley Adinr.
Often Overlooked, But Highly En
last Sunday morning with simple with which she performed florid airs, duced on a lavish scale and presents
Petitions to determine inheritance
may lie Qucrcus Prinoidcs or Dwarf
tertaining When Once Looked
ceremonies. A dedicatory prayer ' Among the numbers she presented an entire!}- new phase of America's
tax filed for notice: Estates Henry
Chestnut Oak. as the botanical de
Hand
In
the
Atlantic;
Into
With
Inquiring
Mind.
Was offered by Rev. Howard H.iwete “Carnival of Venice” by Bene- social life. It narrates the story of
II. Windsor. Lina It. anti Henry II
scription of this seems to tally with
Brown, pastor of tlie church, and the ' diet and the mad scene from Lucia Eleanor Bates, beautiful daughter of
Other in the Pacific.
Wiridsor. Jr. l-jxrs.; Susan G. Web
tlie bushes 1 found. 1 would like to !
theme of his sermon was “Music and fr^he also sang a group of songs m »st members of the Four Hundred, who
By Adella F. Veazic
ber. N. B. Eastman Admr. c. t. a.
hear from others if cither of the
Religion ” Leo K. Andrews, church a rustically. The club chorus under Is in love with her father's attorney,
Arroyo Grande, Calif. Feb. 7.
Petition for distribution granted:
above described oaks are found any
organist, played several recital num the leadership tf William Roger* but is offered for sale on the matrlEstate Marion E. Dow, Amos A. Dow
where in Maine.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
It
is
fun
to
work
out
co-s
word
bers in addition to tlie music inci- Chapman gave a program, including muniai market *>y her unscrupulous
puxzles, not otjv because one learns
Arrived in California Feb. 2. five Admr.
dental to the regular church service, 1 numbers by Charles Gilbert Spross, and ambitious mother. Two wealthy
Petition for distribution filed and
so
many
new
words,
but
l»c<-a,use
THE
APPLE
MARKET
days, eight and one-half hours from granted: E 'ate W. M. lhi-ington
thereby demonstrating
tiie tonal I>enz«u, Buzzi-Peccia, Mary Helen men bid for the girl's beauty and
some
of
the
misinformation
found
beauties and the infinite possibilities Brown, etc. The accompanists were both nearly got her before she is
Rockland. When we get tlie bridge Frank II. Ingraham Public Admr.
in some of them is rtally funny.
of the new organ. Tlie new organ Alice Shaw at the piano and Louis fl.ia.Hy won b.v the young lawyer
Maine Baldwins Sell As High across the Kennebec river it will Petitions for confirmation of trus
Tues&Sat-tf
For
instance:
in
one
of
these
pussies
Is a three manual instrument, and R. Dressier at the orgm.
after a scries of dramatic events
granted: Estates Lucllu W.tham.
tlie detinition was simply “Frog '
• • • •
As $5—Starks Holding shorten the time a half hour. I tee
represents the last word in the art
that carry them into the gay cafes
Arthur Guest, Trustee; Susie Mary
called at the postofflee and found
I am wondering if Dal Monte’s of Paris. Claire Windsor enacts the The puzzle was easy, the words per
of organ building.
About
nine
Fairly Well.
Htald, Albert P. Ileald, Lilia E. and
fectly- keyed
so there could be no
The Courier-fiazette waiting for me Arthur J. Elliot Trustees.
months were required to construct presence as soloist at the above con ro'e of Eleanor Bates, which gives mistake as to answer, which was
and install it. It has 21 stops and cert signifies that she will be the next her ample opportunity to display her ■Toad-" Now a frog is not a toad
Receipts of apples, particularly igood service) and it looked as good
Petition for confirmation of trustee
nearly 1500 pipes, and its couplers ' soloist at the Festival. 1 am still rare histrionic talents and wear
any more than a sheep is a goat, or neafrby boxes. ;.ve considerably heav to me as the oranga blossoms filed for notice: Estate Frederick A.
and combinations make it possible hoping Roland Hayes will be the star stunning gowns.
Adolphe Menjou.
ier and with the mild weather, the
Ripley, naming Westbra B. Went
for the organist to register an un- I for I
.lodging from the criticism the debonair Parisian of “A Woman a goose a duck. The- worst break market has eased quite a little. Un There has been so much written about worth Trustee
review that he would prove a of Paris." has the very attractive of all I have seen however was a classified Maine Baldwins, unless this place that not much Is left fot
limited variety of tone and shading. , and
a:'d reviews,
Member
Petition for license to sell real es
puzzle in which the detinition was
The electric-pneumatic controls of much bigger drawing cird than Dal and compelling role of Joseph Hud- "The flesh of a cow's udder." When they are extra size, are selling most- me to say. It is very fine here. I tate granted: Estate Evelyn O. Jones,
Consolidated Stock Exchange'
Monte.
ley, wealthy climber.—adv.
the instrument require the use of
of Aew York
the answer was found it proved to .y $3. to $3.50 and the general run miss the snow. I could not go to Ida L. Jones Guardian.
some 1500 wires running from the
Petition- for license to sell real es
be "Tripe.” I wonder if the fellow of No. 1’s from $4 to $4.50, with a sleep until I covered the window
organ body to the console, which has
-lean Ruth, the babj of the Met
tate filed for notice: Estates Newton
w ho was responsible for that puzzle very few up to $5
STOCKS and BONDS
PARK THEATRE
all over with white chalk. [If we
been taken out of the choir loft and ’’’Poulan, who so charmed her hearIt. Perry. Leroy I). Perry, Admr.; A.
Ben Davis, when good size and
ever saw a cow or a “tripe."
located on the floor of tlie auditor- , * rs- an(l Fee-ers at the Festival last
Publishers of the
• ♦ • •
color. $3 to 3.25, with some showing had known this we would have Ross Weeks. Frank L. Weeks. Con.
"Ten'lt.” the latest starring veshipped him our tractor.)
ium. Stops, shutters ami pedals com October, made her local professional
WEEKLY FINANCIAL DIGEST
Accounts allowed: Estates Ellen
And this brings me to the point (of fungus and ripe as low as $2 to 2.50
the
hide
of
Tom
Mix.
with
Tonydebut
in
the
winter
music
course
of
1 took a little ride yesterday. Ten K. Vose lir t and final. Alton C. Grov
plete the means by which the expres
my discourse, for it is quite possilile Starks holding fairly well, generalwhich is sent free to
miles of the way was planted with er Guardian; Charles II. Berry,, final
sion to an indefinite degree of flex the Boston athletic Association re horse, and puke, the dog, a William that I may have sromed guilty
a ly $3 to 33 53 . few very nice a littl ?
investors upon request
Fox
production
to
be
shown
for
cently.
She
received
an
ovation
peas on either side. The rows are Georgle Berry Guardian; W. M. Pur- ■
ibility is controlled The tone is par
higher.
Spvs
at
fair
prices
vhen
bit of misinformation my own .<<elf ,
ticularly sweet and melodic and its from the music-lovers who c owded the last time today was adapted in regard to the location of those i nice color : -. t poor color or i ,| e 20 inches apart, and 10 feet longer ington. second. Frank 11. Ingraham
10 STATE STREET BOSTON
volume may be modulated from a the floor and balconies. Following f:xan the popular novel “Sonny" oak trees. When I wrote of them as ^pys sell !'a r i
I’otatoes are eurfer. han the Rockland Breakwater. They Public-Admr.: George A. Miller, first.
grow about eight inches and have! Lester C. Miller. Exr.; George W.
faint whisper to tlie loudest crescen Puccini’s aria ‘O mlo babbino caro” written bv Virginia Hudson Bright- being above Pleasantville, perhaps with $1.1 J
:
•
i
t
>;»
for
the
ve
’
y
lix to eight pods on a stalk.
do instantly at the will of the or from “Gianni Schicchi," she sang in ntan. a former well known news- I should have divided or punctuated 1 vat.
Wheelwright, first and final, John T.
the most beautiful manner “I’d be a patter woman. »nd -Clinton H Siagg.
it Is harvesting time. They ]>ay Wheelwright A- Hamilton DeForest
ganist.
Barre's
l!o\ct
Butterfly,” by Bayley: "Estrellita,” In the original’ story “Sonny" is an my sentence more canfully, for it
. . 1 OH tD "t 00 1 2"» to 2 00 3'j cents h pound for picking and Lockwood Exrs.: Maynard W. Car
• • • •
Fal'/win’s Ng. 1
arranged by I^a Forge: and Four- Airedale that has many hairbreadth seems Miss Cole got the idea that
77 to 127 most of this work Is done by Japan- ver, first anil final. Addle Carver
I nu-ass •«I 2 77 to 1 OH
Mr. Hull, manager of tlie Huston- drain’s "Carnaval.” She won th^ escapes. The book is described by my oaks were near PleasantviHe, Baldwins
7.7 to 1 25 -se. Being about the right height for
Odd Va”ietiiM ... ... 2 70 to 1 no
Admx.: Ida C. Freeman, first and
Tuttle Book. Co., recently attended a greatest applause in her concluding its publishers a, “a dog story, a love While I meant the 1 ilns were near To’niJin Sweeis
. . 2 70
1 OH
such work they make very fast pick final, Charles C. Wood Admr.: Isa-1
s
Pleasantville. My statement was, “I Greenings .......... ... 2 70 ti» 4 70
performance of the Chicago Opera number ’ ^traussiana” arranged by story and a Western story.”
ers. I am told they earn about }9 dorp D. Prince, first and final. J J
3 ................ ... 2 70 to 7 IMt
Company in Boston,
and was Estelle Liebiing.
Written Iby limiiie Johnson' and have seen several in the woods Starks ............. ... 2 -70 to.70
with
orchestra.
i day. These peas are l>elng sold ai Morris Studley. Admr.
thoughtful enough to bring a pro Miss Ruth won her audience with her directed by Emory Johnson the in around the pond above the kilns near Ben Pa vis ........ ... 2 00 to 3 27
the shipping points for 14Si cents a
Accounts filed and allowed: Estates
gram to me. The opera was "Faust” charm of manner and her fresh love separable mother and son who have that part of Warren called Pleas- Potatoes. 100 !)>; . I 27 to 1 40
We have added to our service
pound, which in Maine language Ulysses S. Prescott, third. Frank II. I
with Charles Hackett in the title ly voice and generously responded to already chalked up five successive antvilie.” One can r< dilv see that Turnips, 100 lbs .. 1 27 to 1 .70
equipment a complete
would
be
about
36.S6
a
bushel.
They
Ingraham Guardian; Ida E. Mank.
Kingman & Hearty. Inc.
the
senterce
is
rather
involved
and
part, Feodor Chaliapin as Mephisto- encores.
triumps to their credit, 'Life's
“The House Built on 'he Ap)ie.’ have Charles Weymouth beaten on first and final. Clifford L. Mink.1
BATTERY STORAGE ANO
construction.
pheles, and Edith .Mason as Mar
Greatest Game." comes for Monday capable of a dou-ble
peas.
« « * «
Admr;. Elijah V. Anderson, first and
guerite. Mr. Hull's interest almost
REPAIRING OUTFIT
• TENANT’S HARBOR DAYS
and Tuesday for a run of two days.
I
went
clamming
the
other
day.
and
final, Clifford I,. Mank. Admr. Henry.
I think I have never been up as far
wholly centred in Chaliapin, and he
STRAND THEATRE
Baseball is the subject of this stir
Jug
the
limit,
which
is
15
clams
to
Where
we can take care of your
H. Windsor first and final, Lina B.
was by no means disappointed—“Ab
Speaking of fishing, flftj’ years ring meiod'-ama, which includes in a.s White Oak Pond, lnr on a point
Windsor and Henry H. Windsor Jr. ’ battery needs.
solutely wonderful,” he says, “the ago they went out from the Harbor its spectacular sweep the sinking of .tutting out into the first pond al>ove
Tpnt Mix is holding forth at this clam must measure 4% Inches In
WE HAVE IN STOCK AT ALL
greatest Mephistopheles I have ever in boats after cod. haddock, hake, an ocean liner at sea. the winning of the kilns I found these oaks, which theatre today in a splendid “West- diameter, the largest way. Some dif Exrs.; George W. Howland, first and
final. Ge-rge L. Howland Admr.; AI-1
had
a
scalloped
leaf
and
a
sweet
seen.” and he adds that he has seen pollock and mackerel, and got them, world's series glory by the young
ern,” entitled “The Wagon Trail,” ferent from Waterman's Beach clams fred C. Sirout. first and final. J. Wal- J TIMES NEW BATTERIES AND
several different ones, Journet among in those good old days you could get hero, and the utter disruption of the acorn, apparently identical with the and formerly known as "The Thun- that t’ncle Godfrey used to write ter Ktrout Admr ; Emma Stirrett.l A FULL LINE OF REPAIR
them.
slack-salted flake-dried
fish, but devoted Donovan family for a period white oaks in Deering Oaks back of dering Herd.” It is full of absorb- about. There were many Japanese first and final. Edward C. Payson|
PARTS
• • ♦ •
they must since have vanished, like of twenty years. No more compre Portland, where I have gathered Ing interest. KJnograms and com- women clamming, and they being Admr.; Williston Grinnell first. Marybushels
of
sweet
acorns.
The
point
Sy
adding
thie
equipment to our
I feel that Chaliapin’s greatest the dodo, for I have ordered some hensive study of human nature has
ed.v . complete a weekend bill that dressed, or perhaps I should say un Grinnell Davenport Trustee; Nathan
eerviee etation we have the moot
achievement is because of his acting some from the Harbor several times been offered on the silver sheet for I speak of must lie a mil • or two will satisfy everybody.
dressed,
could
go
out
from
the
shore
B. Alien, first and final- Amory B.
complete and up-to-date eerviee
power. 1 can t bring myself to be and never received them.
From many a moon than this remarkable above Pleasantville, on the left side
In connection with the musical njuch farther than we could.
I Allen Conservator.
etation thie aide of Boeton.
lieve he is a wonderful vocalist. 1 Dad’s diary:
picture, which is destined to gain going toward Union. We caught comedy next week there will be noticed they ktood in groups of three
Accounts filed for notice: Estate
appreciate that the critics conflict in
"July 19. 1876. Went fishing this even more popularity than such sue pickerel in tlie jiond and building a three changes of feature pictures. or four and when a wave rolled In Watson V. Barton, first. James E.
We do everything
their expressions of liis art. yet sev morning at 4 o’clock. Got 12 mack ceases as the '-Third Alarm" and "The sort of rude fireplace of rocks on Monday and Tuesday tlie offering is they would all hold together so the
but paint your car
Barton, Admr.; Susan G. Webber,
that
point,
we
brought
out
our
fry

eral of the well-known critics frank erel. 1 bbl. porgies and 15o lbs. -hake. Spirit Of The V. K. A." Johnnie
“Second Youth" a story
young water would not throw them down first and final. N. It. Eastman Admr
ly state tliat his voice isn’t really Got home at 11.30 a. m. Too hot to Walker i, starred as the young ing pan and salt pork, together with love, crowded witli laughs. The The wave would be about up to their e. t. a.
a
I
kix
of
lunch
from
home,
and
there
anything unusual. But he has un make fish.”
pitcher who attains world-wide fame
Wednesday-Thursday
picture is
Inventories filed: Estates Thomas
we h id a n old-fashioned out door "Smiling Jim, ” with Franklin Farn- waists. The water la very warm
canny powers of portraying moods
"July 22. Started last night at 9 and money to save liis mother’s life
I dipped one hand in the Atlantic Bailey Aldrich, 33300.;
Samuel D
and character, and his hold on the o’clock and went out with Charles in the blue ribbon classic of the "ll:h fry.'
uin as the featured player. It con Jan. 27, and the other in the Pacific Pierce. 41088.114: Newton II. Perry.
public is tremendous thereby.
cerns a ease of mistaken identity. Feb. 5. Tfiere is some difference In 1913; Susannah M. Blake. $14,445.29.
Grover and Oris Hathorne. Fished diamond. He Is supported by such
587 MAIN ST.
TEL. 333
All along the shore- of tin pond
• * * «
There is also a f orking good feature the temperature. Ko I cm say I have Angus A. Staples. 32.597.73; Albert
all night In the channel, then went excellent actors and actresses as
ROCKLAND, ME.
and river grew a denn miss of the for the weekend.—adv.
Thomas
Bantschl.
Jane
Thomas
This was witnessed at this recital over to the Green Island. Got 1 hal
been from ocean to ocean.
T. Snow. 84185.52; Charles G. Kelley
11-8-tf
Gertrude Olmsted. Dave Kirby, and most wonderful ferns which hung
at the Metropolitan, Sunday. January ibut, 50 lbs. cod, 200 lbs. hake."
W»y out on the Pactflc roast,
3511.25.
over the water and cist their shad
Dickie
Brandon.
—
adv.
“Certain Lee,’’ a Tvxa/i Ranger, is
Wliere Hie pes-h sad orsogr grow :
It wouldn’t surprise me if we had
11, when the place was crammed with
ows Relow until the ferns and shad
Ttin# thrensnd mil™ from Itorklwid
sent to Upton, Nevada, to assist li
standees, who were as numerous as slack-salted dry fish in the house
ows blended together. I have seen
Whore Uw wintry windj do Slow
the capture of an unknown hand of
Camphor For Sore Eye*
on nights whey "Pagliacci” does duty that winter.
this fern in small dumps before, but
The climate is surely beautiful; the
Here is a short military history of
It is sur|irislng how quickly eye never so rank and tall nor so abund marauders and rustlers. Suspicion it
with "Cavallcria.” Tlie review re
marked that this was all quite nat one of the early settlers of the Town inflammation is helped by camphor, ant. It looks somewhat like a gi- j cast upon him by Macklyn Yanct sun is very bright—but give me good
hydrastis wltchhazel. etc., as mixed gantic Maiden Hair fern aial I have tlie leader of the gang, as the mar. old Rockland in the good old sununerural, as it was an afternoon of opera of Saint George, Maine
B. II. Philbrick.
Ezekiel S. Jones came to Saint in I.avoptik eye wash.
One small heard it called by various tiimes. responsible for Harvey Bates, Rose
of the one-man kind, for Chaliapin
did almost everything except shift George in 1812, married, and settled lsjttlp helps any case sore, weak or among which are "i.ady Fern.” Trimball's sweetheart, being in jai’.
falls in love with Rose, but she
the scenery. The review said Chal in that part of the town known as strained eyes. Aluminum eye cup “Queen Fern" and "It. ml Fern." but I/ee
THE TOPAZ LIBELLED
be|jcvIng Vance, lends her aid in
iapin was not in one of his singing Uiqier Turkey, at tlie Cove on the free. C. H. Moor & Co.. Druggists, I am not enough of a >butmist to
driving Lee out of the country. Har
ONCE A KINEO, ALWAYS A KINEO
moods. The program was largely Georges River. The tradition is that 322 Main St.
know if any of th -s«- are right. vey’s escape from prison to wreak
Camden
Anchor-Rockland
No Better Furnace made
devoted to a form of recitation on he came ashore from a privateer, of
Probably Miss Cole can tell us, as
j. n j I vengeance on Vance for railroading
various pitches, companioned hy a which there were many afloat in the ASTHMATIC
Than Kineo
she knows ferns**froni A t
Machine
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• him brings about a happy ending
No better Pig Iron ueed
scant regard
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for Rose and Lee. This is tlie story
Than Kineo
Traces of cold showed themselves this fact there is no authentic knowl
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wjth j B
but
SUFFERERS
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military history
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No Better or Smoother
and undoubtedly had a hearing on edge.
way, picking up stray bits of beauty i Warner starring.—adv.
Castinge Than Kineo
ihe singer's choice of numbers and found in the records of two states
Based on a claim of 32318.58. a
oddi.ties wherev» , and whenever
TAKE HOPE and
No Better or heavier gal
liis story-telling delivery of' them Massachusetts and Maine. From the
I find them, and calling the attention j
liltel against the Topaz XI the power
vanized Caeingt than Kineo
As usual he announced his songs by archives of the Adjutant General’s
of others to the same, to share my '
cruiser, owned by Charles W. Clif
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number, and when word was con office, State House, Boston, I find
joys with them.
ford of Bath, tliat sf-as wrecked off
Used than Kineo
veyed to him that tlie program books that Private Jones served with the
No Better Equipped with
stopped with N’o. 101. after he had militia in September and November,
the Isles of Shoals recently, which
A« to the pirtlc r ir variety ol
Everything,
even Special
announced that he would sing 106, lie ’814. when called to repel the Brit
Will Help You
white oak. 1 am not sulln iently well
Before It has a chance to develop haa been filed In the United States
Made Shovel, than Kineo
was obviously annoyed, and stalked ish invasion at Friendship and (’am
posted to answer Mi.-, foil'- ques Into croup or something dangerous, District Court, is to be referred to
Read Mrs. Greenlaw's Testimony
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that cough of your
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Among the songs selected were the of tlie Adjutant General’s office of the
and was enjoying the picnic so much Balsam—a lino old-fashioned tried and referee and take out evidence.
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For Children or Adults
No Better Ash Pit with
proven medicine safe for children. It
inevitable “Song of the Flea:’’ which State off Maine.
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"I have been lxjarding a little girl that I simply drifted md took no heals the throat and prevents the cold,
large door than Kineo
has been altered in many respects
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thought of botany or anything much lrom going through the whole cyslem. that the libel be dismissed because
No Better Grates easier to
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they are separate
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At the time she was wrecked the
Let us call and see your home and tell you where
and tickling throat; CHAMBER after the death of his wife in the tirely cured soon, a Her mother died of light and dark brown, the latter
nearly black. The kernel or eatable
Topaz was starting out on a cruise
LAIN’S TABLETS for stomach trou early 70’s and went to live with his of consumption.”
to set a Kineo One Pipe and the price it will cost.
part was airout the size of a large
to Florida, and In addition t-o Mr.
MRS. C. A. M. GREENLAW,
bles, Indigestion, gaao.v pains that daughter in West Somerville, Mass.
After her death in 1876 he went to
513 Westbrook St- pea and in color deep orange: not as
Clifford, another member of the
crowd the heart, biliousness and con
South Portland Me bitter as our big common acorn, and
party was Harry D. Loring of
■tipation; also CHAMBERLAIN’S Lynn, where he Jived with another
Made in Lynn by H. J. Allen Co with a short, crispy “chew" unlike 1
Portland. All on board the craft
SALVE, needed In every family for daughter until his death Jan. 22, 1885,
any other I have seen.
were rescued by tpembers of the
barns, scalds, wonnds, piles and skin aged 93 years. A grandson and Druggists.
TEL. 713.
ROCKLAND, ME.
The other one had a leaf almost!
Coast Guard Station at the Isles of
affections; these valued family medi namesake still lives at Lower Turkey 1 iSold in Rockland by the Kittredge
exactly like a chestnut leaf, and 1
Pharmacy.
Boze.
Shoals.
cines for only 5 cents. Don't miss IL 1 (Oienmere).
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KNOX COUNTY
MOTOR SALES CO.

KINEO ONE PIPE FURNACE

PRICE $175.00

Allen’s Lung Healer
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PRICE $175.00

Stop Child’s Cough
Quick—To-day

For that Cough
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V. F. STUDLEY INC.

